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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 The origin and ecology of ditches

On the origin of ditches

A famous English saying states that "God created the world but the Dutch created Holland". It illustrates the rich history of the Netherlands in water management. Fighting water has been a core business since ages and shaped large parts of the current Dutch landscape. Dutch water management set off around 500 B.C. when our ancestors began to construct artificial hills (mounds) as a safeguard for the sea. From 800 A.D. onwards, peat marshes that covered large parts of the Netherlands were turned into agricultural areas to feed the increasing human population. To do so, the water table needed to be lowered to create dry land for farms and pastures, which was done by digging drainage ditches. At that moment one did not know yet that draining these peat lands would initiate a major future problem. Namely, the extraction of water led to the decomposition and subsidence of peat, causing the land to subside with velocities up to 2 cm per year (Schothorst 1977). Therefore, the Netherlands nowadays harbors many polder areas, which lie lower than the surrounding rivers, often even below sea level, and are enclosed by dikes (Fig. 1.1). As a consequence, water can only leave a polder by being pumped to the higher located surrounding rivers. For that wind mills were used in the old days and nowadays one relies on pumping station powered by electricity, fuel or steam.

Not all polder areas originated from draining peat marshes. Some arose from reclaiming land from the sea and from turning lakes into land. Nowadays, polder areas cover almost half of the Netherlands and are mainly situated in the west and north. They are characterized by dense networks of drainage
ditches. The total length of these ditches is estimated on 300,000 km (Verdonschot et al. 2012), which almost equals the distance from the earth to the moon. Ditches are typically several meters wide and less than 1.5 meter deep. Most are mowed each year and dredged every 5 to 10 years, which is done to ensure their discharging capacity. Ditches not only drain water, but also supply water to the agricultural land, especially during dry summer periods. Then, water from the surrounding rivers is let into the polder, which potentially reverses the ditch’s flow direction.

**Ecology of ditches**

Ditches provide many valuable goods and services to society, not only by enabling agricultural practices (their hydrological and main function) and by adding to the aesthetic value of the Dutch landscape, but also ecologically by serving as ecological corridors and supporting a high biodiversity (Armitage et al. 2003). Therefore, it is important to ensure the ecological quality of ditches. The ecological quality is closely related to the type of water plants that grow in a ditch. Water plants have a high growth potential in ditches, as ditches provide an optimal light climate given their shallowness and situation in the open landscape (no shading). This can give rise to a diverse community of water plants, which serve as food or provide habitat for other aquatic life and thereby promote biodiversity (Higler and Verdonschot 1989; Scheffer et al. 1984).
Eutrophication

The ecological quality of ditches is threatened by eutrophication, the over-enrichment of aquatic ecosystems with nutrients. Eutrophication is a worldwide phenomenon and is caused by enhanced nutrient input by human activities. It concerns point sources from urban or industrial areas and diffuse emissions related to agricultural activities (Carpenter et al. 1998). Ditches particularly receive nutrients by diffuse emissions from the surrounding agricultural fields. Especially the excessive use of fertilizers from the 1970’s onwards resulted in a strong increase of nutrient input to ditches with dramatic implications for the ecological quality of ditches (Janse 1998).

Dominance of free-floating plants

Due to eutrophication, the water plant community in many ditches changed from highly diverse to less diverse. Plant communities consisting of multiple species were replaced by monocultures of more productive species like the submerged water weed (*Elodea* spp.), and these species were in turn replaced by monocultures of free-floating plants such as duckweeds (*Lemna* sp.) and water ferns (*Azolla* sp.). This succession of water plants with increasing nutrient availability was confirmed in experimental ditches (Portielje and Roijackers 1995), mesocosm experiments (Netten et al. 2010), laboratory experiments (Roijackers et al. 2004), and model studies (Janse 1998; Scheffer et al. 2003).

Free-floating plants, often considered as the endpoint of eutrophication, threaten the biodiversity and ecological functioning of a ditch, especially if they form dense mats. Underneath such mats, the water becomes too dark for submerged plants to persist and photosynthesize (Morris et al. 2004). As a consequence, the water gets low in oxygen, also because the floating plants release their produced oxygen directly to the atmosphere and hamper the oxygen supply from air to water (reaeration). In the worst case this leads to anoxia, having dramatic consequences for macroinvertebrates and fish (Portielje and Roijackers 1995; Verdonschot and Verdonschot 2014).

The invasion by dense mats of free-floating plants is not only an issue in Dutch ditches, but is also frequently observed in temperate ponds and even in tropical lakes, making it a worldwide problem. Some tropical lakes for example, suffer from the invasion of water hyacinth (*Eichhornia crassipes*), giant salvinia (*Salvinia molesta*) and water lettuce (*Pistia stratiotes*), resulting in dark anoxic conditions that have a profound negative impact on fisheries (Mehra et al. 1999; Oliver 1993).
1.2 Understanding and predicting the ecology of ditches

Regime shifts and consequences for management
For ecosystem management on ditches, it is important to know how the regime shift from submerged to floating plants evolves. Is it a gradual transition or an abrupt shift, and how difficult is it to restore a ditch in its original state once it became floating-plant dominated? Theory on regime shifts predicts that an ecosystem can respond in different ways to gradually changing conditions like eutrophication (Scheffer et al. 2001). It can respond smoothly in the sense that there is a gradual transition from one state to the other (Fig. 1.2a) or more abruptly (Fig. 1.2b). When the ecosystem response is most abrupt (Fig. 1.2c) the ecosystem may show alternative stable states. Then the ecosystem can either be in one state or in another contrasting state for a certain range of conditions. This has drastic consequences for ecosystem management, as it makes it much harder to restore the ecosystem in its original state once it has shifted to the contrasting state. For ditches this would mean that once a ditch shifts from dominance of submerged plants to free-floating plants at a certain nutrient loading, the nutrient loading has to be reduced much further to restore the ditch in its original state.

![Figure 1.2](image)

**Figure 1.2.** Possible ways of how an ecosystem can respond to gradually changing conditions after Scheffer et al. (2001): (a) gradual, (b) more abruptly or (c) by “folding backwards” implying alternative stable states.

The concept of alternative stable states has become an influential framework in ecology to explain the behavior of all kinds of ecosystems, like coral reefs (Knowlton 1992), woodlands (Dublin et al. 1990), deserts (Rietkerk et al. 1997) and oceans (Hare and Mantua 2000). Shallow lakes have become the archetypal example of ecosystems with alternative stable states (Scheffer and Van Nes 2007). Alternative stable states arise from self-stabilizing mechanisms that make a state resistant to a switch to the contrasting state. For example, the clear state of a lake maintains itself due to the clarifying effect...
of submerged vegetation by inhibiting sediment resuspension, whereas the turbid state is maintained by algae that keep the light availability too low for submerged vegetation to persist (Fig. 1.3a).

For ditches, however, it is not clear yet if they possess alternative stable states. When constructing a feedback diagram for ditches (Fig. 1.3b), similar to the one for lakes, you would expect that ditches also exhibit alternative stable states. The state of submerged-plant dominance could enhance itself by keeping the nutrient levels too low for floating plants to invade, whereas the floating-plant dominated state could maintain itself by keeping the light level too low for submerged plants to establish, due to shading.

**Figure 1.3.** Possible feedback mechanisms in (a) shallow lakes, after Scheffer et al. (1993), and in (b) ditches.

**Ecological models**

To better understand and predict the response of ecosystems to changing conditions, a huge variety of process-based ecological models has been developed. One of the first ecological models developed was the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model (Lotka 1920; Volterra 1928). Over time, the number of models as well as their complexity remarkably increased, especially since the onset of ‘the computer era’ (Janssen et al. 2015). Currently, there are two main types of models, representing essentially different worlds. On one hand there are the simple minimal models, embraced by theoreticians. On the other hand there are the complex ecosystem models, popular among applied ecologists and ecosystem managers. Both worlds have their pros and cons.

Simple minimal models typically aim at understanding a certain phenomenon of the ecosystem that cannot easily be understood intuitively (Scheffer and Beets 1994). They usually consist of only a few differential equations that each describe the processes by which a certain state variable (e.g. water
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plant biomass) changes in time. Given their explanatory power, simple models contributed much to ecological theory. However, their predictive power is limited as simple models often neglect important aspects of the ecosystem, which also makes it difficult to test and validate them with empirical data (Van Nes 2002).

Complex ecosystem models are typically designed for prediction, and therefore intend to include all ecological key processes that affect the ecosystem’s behaviour. This makes it possible to quantify the relative importance of a certain process. Complex models are often criticized for being hard to understand: their results are too incomprehensible to test hypotheses and contribute to ecological theory (Grimm 1994). Also, complex models are difficult to validate, because empirical data can be fitted well with very different sets of parameter values and even with different model structures (Simons and Lam 1980). Thus, a good model fit may be obtained for the wrong reasons, hampering the predictive capabilities of the model (Rykiel 1996).

**Competition theory**

An example of ecological theory whose development is strongly based on simple models is mechanistic competition theory. It plays an important role in this thesis, as the ecology of ditches strongly depends on the water plant community, whose structure is shaped by the competition of water plants for nutrients and light. Tilman (1980) was among the first to mechanistically describe the competition of species (consumers) for nutrients (resources), and the resulting consumer-resource interactions. His theory, however, does not apply to light. This is because light is a fundamentally different resource compared to nutrients, as light cannot be recycled and is never distributed homogeneously over the water column as it declines with depth and biomass due to light attenuation (Weissing and Huisman 1994).

Huisman and Weissing (1995) extended mechanistic competition theory by adding light as a new resource. Box 1.1 explains the main insights of their work. It shows how the competition outcome depends on how much nutrients and light the species require and consume. The species with the lowest requirements is the best competitor and wins the competition, as it can deplete the available light and nutrients to a level too low for the other species to persist. However, when there are trade-offs in competitive strength, so when one species is a better competitor for light and the other species is better at nutrients, the species potentially coexist or represent alternative stable states, depending on how much light and nutrients they consume.
Box 1.1 Species competing for nutrients and light: who wins?

Consider two species that compete for a nutrient and light in a well-mixed water column. When assuming that their biomass is uniformly distributed with depth $s$ — where the total biomass $W_i$ of species $i$ equals its biomass density $\omega_i$ times the covered total depth of the water column $z$ ($W_i = \omega_i z$) — and that their growth rate $p$ increases with both nutrient concentration $R$ and light intensity $I$, the biomass dynamics read (Huisman and Weissing 1995):

$$\frac{dW_i}{dt} = \int_0^z \left( p_i(I, R) - l_i \right) \omega_i ds = P_i - l_i W_i, \quad (1.1)$$

where $l$ is the species' loss rate and $P$ is the biomass production. Integrating over depth is needed because the light intensity $I$ decreases with depth due to the background extinction $K_{bg}$ of the water, and due to attenuation by biomass, with light attenuation coefficient $k$. According to Lambert Beer’s law $I$ reads

$$I = I_{in} e^{-(\Sigma k_i \omega_i + K_{bg})s}, \quad (1.2)$$

where $I_{in}$ is the incoming light intensity. The light intensity at the bottom $I_{out}$ then denotes

$$I_{out} = I_{in} e^{-(\Sigma k_i W_i + K_{bg} z)}, \quad (1.3)$$

These light equations show that the species interact via light absorption. They also interact via nutrient consumption, which affects the nutrient concentration $R$ in the water:

$$\frac{dR}{dt} = D (R_{in} - R) - \frac{1}{z} \sum_{j=1}^{n} c_j P_j, \quad (1.4)$$

where the first term represents the in- and outflow of nutrients governed by dilution rate $D$ and the concentration of the incoming water $R_{in}$, and $c$ denotes the species’ nutrient to biomass ratio.

The competition outcome can now be graphically predicted by comparing the zero net growth isoclines (ZNGI) of both species. The ZNGI gives combinations of $R$ and $I_{out}$ at which a species can persist (see solid lines in Fig. 1.4), and can be derived by solving eq. 1.1 for equilibrium ($dW_i/\,dt = 0$). It has a curved shape, because with increasing $R$ the species gains biomass, which leads — for a certain $I_{in}$ as in Fig. 1.4 — to a lower $I_{out}$ due to more light attenuation. The ZNGI also shows to which extent a species can deplete the nutrient and light level, and therefore represents the competitive strength of a species. The best competitor for light is the species that can deplete $I_{out}$ to the lowest level, too low for the other species to persist. Similarly, the best nutrient competitor can deplete $R$ to the lowest level. When a species is the best competitor for both light and
nutrients it will therefore always win by competitive exclusion. When there are trade-offs in competitive strength, so when one species is a better nutrient competitor and the other a better light competitor (making their ZNGI’s intersect), different competition outcomes are possible (Fig. 1.4). The outcome then depends on the resource supply point \((R = R_{in}, I_{out} = I_{in} e^{k_{bg}})\) — the highest possible resource levels — and the species’ consumption vectors that represent their light attenuation and nutrient uptake. The species coexist when the supply point falls in the region bounded by the consumption vectors, at least when each species consumes more of the resource that most limits its growth (Fig. 1.4a). Otherwise they show alternative states: either species 1 or species 2 wins, depending on who established first (Fig. 1.4b).

The graphical isocline approach of Fig. 1.4 can also be used to predict the competition outcome of species that compete for nutrients only (Tilman 1982), then with two nutrients on the axes. A major difference, however, is that for nutrients the competitive strength of a species is irrespective of the resource supply. For light this is not the case, as the incoming light intensity \(I_{in}\) shifts the ZNGI of a species and therefore changes its competitive strength.

**Figure 1.4.** Competition outcome of two species competing for light and a nutrient in a mixed water column for a certain \(I_{in}\), after Huisman and Weissing (1995). It shows the ZNGI’s (solid lines) and consumption vectors (dashed lines) of species 1 and 2. The shaded regions give the competition outcome for resource supply points that fall within that region. In (a) and (b) the consumption vectors of both species are reversed, leading in (a) to a stable coexistence equilibrium \((R^*, I_{out}^*)\) implying coexistence, and in (b) to an unstable equilibrium implying alternative stable states.

**PCDitch**

Next to simple models, you can use complex models to simulate the ecology of ditches. In this thesis I use the complex ecosystem model PCDitch to
do so (Janse 1998, 2005). This model, developed in the 1990s, describes the water plant community in ditches and includes the main key processes that shape this community, including oxygen levels and nutrient cycling processes in water and sediment. PCDitch considers six different water plant types that compete for nutrients and light (Fig. 1.4). Each type has its own competition strategy related to its growth form. For example, plants with floating leaves benefit from being the first to get the light, whereas rooted submerged plants have an advantage considering nutrients, as they not only have access to nutrients in the water but also in the sediment. The model predicts the competition outcome by computing how the water plants’ daily biomass changes throughout the year, given environmental conditions like light, temperature and nutrient loading.

Figure 1.5. Components and processes of the ecosystem model PCDitch, after Janse (1998).

Over the years, PCDitch proved to be helpful in understanding, predicting and restoring the ecology of ditches, and therefore obtained an increasingly prominent role in water management. A key feature contributing to this is that PCDitch can predict the critical nutrient loading at which a ditch switches
from submerged-plant dominance to free-floating plants, and backwards. Such critical nutrient loading provides managers with a clear target that can easily be communicated. This resulted in the application of PCDitch to different polders systems in the Netherlands (e.g. Witteveen + Bos 2010b). The critical nutrient loading was found to depend on ditch characteristics, like depth, sediment composition and water flow (Van Liere et al. 2007). PCDitch predicts no alternative stable states, at least for the settings of the calibrated model that resemble an average Dutch ditch (Janse 1998). Apart from a preliminary study by Van Liere et al. (2002), the behaviour of PCDitch has not yet been systematically explored in a spatial context (network of interconnected ditches).

1.3 General aim and thesis outline

The main objective of this thesis is to develop concepts that enable us to better understand, predict and restore the ecology of ditches. For this I combined models of different complexity, as illustrated by Fig. 1.6 that visualizes the thesis outline. I will now explain the research objectives per chapter.

Figure 1.6. Schematic outline of this thesis, illustrating the use of models with different complexity, with the complex ecosystem model PCDitch as a starting point. Chapter 5 presents an approach which facilitates the up- and downscaling in model complexity as depicted by the arrows.
1.3 General aim and thesis outline

Figure 1.7. Potential configurations for two primary producers competing for light and nutrients in a well-mixed water column, having equal access to nutrients or light — implying symmetric competition — or differential access leading to asymmetric competition.

**Extend competition theory to explore whether ditches have alternative stable states (chapter 2)**

It is yet unknown for ditches if submerged-plant dominance and floating-plant dominance can be considered as alternative stable states. This can be better understood by regarding the competition between submerged and free-floating plants for nutrients and light. However, there is no mechanistic theory yet that addresses this competition. Huisman and Weissing (1995) described the competition of submerged (algal) species having equal access to nutrients and light (Box 1.1, Fig. 1.7a), and Jäger and Diehl (2014) assessed the competition of benthic and pelagic algae with differential access to light and nutrients (Fig. 1.7d), but theory on layered communities of water plants is still lacking (Fig. 1.7b). To fill this knowledge gap, I construct a simple model of this layered configuration. This provides an essential step to better understand under which environmental conditions floating plants dominate and to explore – in combination with field data – if submerged versus floating-plant dominance are likely to be alternative stable states.
Explore whether eutrophic ditches can be restored by reducing N inputs (chapter 3)
There is an ongoing debate among ecologists about the role of N and P in the restoration of eutrophic aquatic ecosystems. Main point of debate is whether nutrient reduction strategies should solely focus on P or also on N? It has been argued that reducing N inputs is ineffective, because it favors species that can fix N\textsubscript{2} from the atmosphere and that eventually provide the system with enough N to correct for N deficits, and thus perpetuate P-limitation (Schindler et al. 2008). Others argue that N\textsubscript{2}-fixing species cannot meet the N requirements of the eutrophic ecosystem due to constraints on N\textsubscript{2}-fixation (Lewis and Wurtsbaugh 2008), implying that steering on N can be effective. This debate mainly focusses on lakes. But what about ditches, can floating-plant dominance be combatted by reducing N inputs or does it lead to the rise of the free-floating N\textsubscript{2}-fixing water fern *Azolla*? And is *Azolla* able to correct for N deficits and perpetuate P-limitation? To answer these questions I construct a simple model and a complex PCDitch-based model to regard the competition of *Azolla* with the non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixing duckweed (*Lemna*) for N, P and light. In combination with field data, this study adds new fuel to the debate on how to restore eutrophic ecosystems.

Investigate whether each ditch in a network is equally vulnerable to floating plant-dominance (chapter 4)
Dutch polder systems are characterized by dense networks of connected ditches. The water flow in these ditches typically increases in the direction of the polder outlet, as each ditch receives water (and nutrients) from the adjacent land by lateral runoff, which accumulates in downstream direction. I explore if this increase of water flow, and associated increase of nutrient loading as the water carries nutrients and to a less extent also biota, affects the vulnerability of a ditch to floating-plant dominance. Are some ditches more vulnerable than others depending on their distance to the polder outlet? To explore this, I first construct a simple model to analyze how the increase of water flow affects the nutrient concentration in a chain of ditches, and then look into the consequences for ecology by applying PCDitch to the same chain of ditches, as well as to a network of ditches for which I coupled PCDitch to the hydrodynamic SOBEK model. This study provides a new basic concept on how hydrology affects ecology.
Explore a method that eases the development, analysis and implementation of models (chapter 5)

Modelling comes with a technical cost. First, the model equations have to be implemented in a programming language. Next, to run the model, the equations need to be compiled or interpreted by a computer in order to numerically solve them. There are dozens of modelling environments in which this can be done (Janssen et al. 2015), all having their own specific language and framework requirements. As a result, ecological models are often locked in a certain modelling framework, which fragments the field of modelling. In addition, the model code is often polluted by technical implementation code, distracting from the ecology behind it. To overcome these issues, we developed a 'Database Approach To Modelling' (DATM; Mooij et al. 2014), in which a model is stored in a clear and framework-independent way, from which it can be easily translated to a modelling environment of choice. I describe the opportunities that this approach creates, and illustrate this by implementing PCDitch and PCLake (Janse 2005) in different frameworks. Furthermore, I use DATM throughout this thesis for developing models of different complexity, as the database format turned out to be very useful for that.
Chapter 2

Competition for light and nutrients in layered communities of aquatic plants


*Abstract.* Dominance of free-floating plants poses a threat to the biodiversity in many freshwater ecosystems. Here, we propose a theoretical framework to understand this dominance, by modeling the competition for light and nutrients in a layered community of floating and submerged plants. The model shows that at high supply of light and nutrients, floating plants always dominate due to their primacy for light, even when submerged plants have lower minimal resource requirements. The model also shows that floating-plant dominance cannot be an alternative stable state in light-limited environments but only in nutrient-limited environments, depending on the plants’ resource consumption traits. Compared to unlayered communities, the asymmetry in competition for light – while maintaining symmetry in competition for nutrients – leads to fundamentally different results: competition outcomes can no longer be predicted from species traits like minimal resource requirements ($R^*$ rule) and resource consumption. Also, the same two species can, depending on the environment, coexist or show alternative stable states. When applied to two common plant species in temperate regions, both the model and field data suggest that floating-plant dominance is unlikely to be an alternative stable state.
2. Competition in layered communities

2.1 Introduction

Dense mats of free-floating plants are a threat to the biodiversity and ecological functioning of aquatic ecosystems, ranging from tropical lakes (Brendonck et al. 2003) to temperate ditches and ponds (Janse and van Puijenbroek 1998). Underneath these mats, the water often becomes too dark for submerged plants to photosynthesize (Morris et al. 2004) and too low in dissolved oxygen for macrofauna and fish to survive (Portielje and Roijackers 1995). It is therefore crucial to know what drives the occurrence of these dense mats of floating plants and if they are a self-enhancing (alternative) stable state, as suggested by Scheffer et al. (2003).

The in-water nutrient availability is of vital importance for the development of free-floating plants and is affected by submerged plants (Madsen and Cedergreen 2002). Therefore, the occurrence of free-floating plants can be understood by studying their competition with submerged plants for light and nutrients. Although there have been empirical studies on the competition between floating and submerged plants using laboratory experiments (Janes et al. 1996; Szabo et al. 2010), mesocosm experiments (Feuchtmayr et al. 2009; Lu et al. 2013; Netten et al. 2010; Smith 2014) and field experiments (Forchhammer 1999; Portielje and Roijackers 1995), the theoretical understanding of the competition between floating and submerged plants for light and nutrients is still limited.

Most mechanistic theory on competition for light and nutrients is developed for phytoplankton. For example, $I_{out} - R^*$ theory describes the competition of phytoplankton species for light and nutrients in a mixed water column (Huisman and Weissing 1995). It is an extension of $R^*$ theory, which describes competition of species for nutrients (Tilman 1982). An elegant feature of $I_{out} - R^*$ theory (and also $R^*$ theory) is that one can predict the competition outcome from species traits, like minimal resource requirements ($R^*$ rule) and resource consumption. Yet, this framework considers the competition between species that have the same position in the water column, while floating and submerged plants have different positions. The (vertical) position of a species matters when considering light, because light forms a gradient with depth, due to light attenuation by biomass and background extinction (Kirk 1994). In a vertically layered community the competition for light therefore becomes asymmetric: the upper species (the floating plant) has the primacy for light and shades the lower species (the submerged plant) and therefore has a competitive advantage. The competition for nutrients on the other hand is
Mechanistic resource competition theory has been extended to include asymmetrical competition. Yet, none of the available theoretical frameworks are suited to describe the competition between floating and submerged plants. Huisman et al. (1999a), Weissing and Huisman (1994) and Perry et al. (2003) considered asymmetrical competition for light, but did not take competition for nutrients into account. In cases where nutrients were explicitly modelled, either the mechanism underlying the layeredness differed or the competition was not only asymmetric for light but also for nutrients (double asymmetry).

For example, in pelagic phytoplankton communities the layeredness emerges from limited vertical mixing of the water column (Ryabov 2012; Ryabov and Blasius 2011; Yoshiyama et al. 2009) and from extra movement of phytoplankton related to sinking or buoyancy regulation (Huisman et al. 2006; Ryabov et al. 2010), with vertical nutrient gradients as a result. For floating and submerged plants, however, the layeredness does not emerge – as they do not wander through the water column – but is directly imposed by their growth form. The model of Jäger and Diehl (2014) gives an example of double asymmetry: not only do the upper species (pelagic algae) have a primacy for light (similar to floating plants), but also do the lower species (benthic algae) have a primacy for nutrients, supplied from below, whereas floating and submerged plants directly compete for the same nutrients. Interestingly, these more complex examples of asymmetrical competition show that the competition outcome cannot simply be predicted anymore from species traits alone.

The only model that does describe the competition between floating and submerged plants is the model of Scheffer et al. (2003). However, this model is not fully mechanistic – for example it does not have a closed nutrient and light balance – and is not embedded in classical resource competition theory. This motivated us to develop a model that does comply with these aspects.

Here we present a mechanistic model that describes the competition for light and nutrients in a layered community of floating and submerged plants. We hypothesize that the floating plant, due to its primacy for light, can out-compete the submerged plant, even when the submerged plant has lower resource requirements than the floating plant. This implies that the most parsimonious form of asymmetry in competition – being asymmetry in competition for light while maintaining symmetry in competition for nutrients in a homogeneous nutrient environment – is sufficient to make that the com-
petition outcome cannot be predicted anymore from species traits alone, and hence, that environmental conditions co-determine the competition outcome.

To test this and to better understand when floating plants dominate, we analyzed our model and its competition outcome for a wide range of species traits and environmental conditions, focusing on the requirements for single species dominance, coexistence or alternative stable states. Furthermore we analyzed the competition outcome for floating and submerged plant species that are common in temperate regions and discuss the likelihood of floating-plant dominance to be an alternative stable state.

### 2.2 Methods

![Figure 2.1. The competition model of floating plant $F$ and submerged plant $S$ in a vertical water column with nutrient fluxes (left) and light intensity (right).](image)

**Competition model**

Our model describes competition for light and nutrients in a layered community of floating plants ($F$) and submerged plants ($S$) in a vertical water column (Fig. 2.1, Table 2.1). The model extends $I^* - R^*$ theory (Huisman and Weissing 1995) – describing the symmetric competition for nutrients and light of species having the same position – for species with a different fixed vertical position, resulting in asymmetrical competition for light. It consists of three differential equations, describing the dynamics of floating and submerged plant biomass (in gDW m$^{-2}$) and nutrients (in gN m$^{-3}$). The plant biomass dynamics depend on the balance between loss rate $m$ and growth rate $p$:

$$\frac{dF}{dt} = (p_F - m_F) F$$

(2.1)
2.2 Methods

Table 2.1. Model symbols and their definition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Default value (for F and S)</th>
<th>Common plants (Lemma sp., Elodea sp.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Floating plant biomass</td>
<td>gDW m⁻²</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Lemna sp., Elodea sp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Submerged plant biomass</td>
<td>gDW m⁻²</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Lemna sp., Elodea sp.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Nutrient concentration in water column</td>
<td>gN m⁻³</td>
<td></td>
<td>(Lemna sp., Elodea sp.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Light functions:
- \( I \) Light intensity at depth \( J \) m⁻² s⁻¹
- \( I_0(F) \) Light intensity at top of water column \( J \) m⁻² s⁻¹
- \( I_{out}(S,F) \) Light intensity at bottom of water column \( J \) m⁻² s⁻¹

Plant species parameters and functions:
- \( p_i(I,R) \) Growth rate of plant \( i \) day⁻¹
- \( f_{R,i}(R) \) Nutrient limitation factor of growth
- \( f_{I,i}(I) \) Light limitation factor of growth
- \( p_{max,i} \) Maximum growth rate day⁻¹
- \( m_i \) Loss rate day⁻¹
- \( k_i \) Light attenuation coefficient m² gDW⁻¹
- \( H_i \) Half-saturation constant for light \( J \) m⁻² s⁻¹
- \( M_i \) Half-saturation constant for nutrients gN m⁻³
- \( c_i \) Nutrient to dry weight ratio gN gDW⁻¹

Environmental parameters:
- \( r_{in} \) Nutrient loading gN m⁻² day⁻¹
- \( I_{in} \) Incoming light intensity \( J \) m⁻² s⁻¹
- \( z_B \) Water column depth m
- \( D \) Dilution rate of water column day⁻¹
- \( K_{bg} \) Background light attenuation m⁻¹

Note: DW= dry weight

\[ \frac{dS}{dt} = (p_S - m_S) S. \] (2.2)

The growth rate \( p(I,R) \) is co-limited by nutrient concentration \( R \) and light intensity \( I \):

\[ p_i = f_{R,i} f_{I,i} p_{max,i}, \] (2.3)

where \( i \) stands for \( S \) or \( F \), \( p_{max} \) is the maximum growth rate, \( f_{R}(R) \) is the nutrient limitation factor and \( f_{I}(I) \) is the light limitation factor. Nutrient limitation is characterized by a Michaelis-Menten function with half-saturation constant \( M \):

\[ f_{R,i} = \frac{R}{R + M_i^1}. \] (2.4)

Light limitation is also characterized by a Michaelis-Menten function, with half-saturation constant \( H \). Since light forms a gradient with plant biomass...
and therefore varies with depth (Kirk 1994), the average light limitation is obtained by integrating over the depth covered by the plant, here expressed in terms of $I$, the light intensity at depth:

$$f_{I,F} = \frac{1}{k_F F} \int_{I_0}^{I_{in}} \frac{1}{H_F + I} dI = \frac{1}{k_F F} \ln \left( \frac{H_F + I_{in}}{H_F + I_0} \right)$$ (2.5)

$$f_{I,S} = \frac{1}{k_S S + K_{bg} z_B} \int_{I_{out}}^{I_0} \frac{1}{H_S + I} dI = \frac{1}{k_S S + K_{bg} z_B} \ln \left( \frac{H_S + I_0}{H_S + I_{out}} \right)$$, (2.6)

where in solving the integral, the plant biomass is assumed to be uniformly distributed with depth. For details on the derivation of the light limitation factor, see Huisman and Weissing (1994). $I_{in}$ is the incoming light intensity, $I_0$ is the light intensity below the floating plants and above the submerged plants, and $I_{out}$ is the light intensity below the submerged plants (Fig. 1). $I_0$ and $I_{out}$ depend on the light attenuation by plant biomass according to Lambert-Beer’s law:

$$I_0 = I_{in} e^{-k_F F}$$ (2.7)

$$I_{out} = I_0 e^{-(k_S S + K_{bg} z_B)}$$, (2.8)

where $k$ is the light attenuation coefficient of the plant. $I_{out}$ also depends on the background light attenuation $K_{bg}$ of the water and the water column depth $z_B$. The nutrient concentration $R$ in the water column is assumed to be homogeneous over depth, which is a reasonable assumption for shallow waters. Nutrient dynamics depend on the nutrient consumption by the plants and on the input and output of nutrients related to water flow $q$:

$$\frac{dR}{dt} = \frac{q}{z_B} (R_{in} - R) - \frac{1}{z_B} (c_F p_F F + c_S p_S S) = \frac{r_{in}}{z_B} - DR - \frac{1}{z_B} (c_F p_F F + c_S p_S S)$$, (2.9)

where $r_{in}$ is the nutrient loading which can be converted to a nutrient concentration $R_{in}$ of the inflowing water ($R_{in} = r_{in} / q$), $D$ is the dilution rate of the water column ($D = q / z_B$) and the nutrient consumption by water plants equals the biomass growth multiplied by $c$, the nutrient content per unit of biomass. Division by $z_B$ gives the nutrient consumption per unit volume.

**Minimal resource requirements and resource consumption of the plants**

In general resource competition theory, such as $R^*$ theory (Tilman 1980; Tilman 1982) and $I^*_{out} - R^*$ theory (Huisman and Weissing 1995), the species’ minimal resource requirements and resource consumption are important.
traits to predict the competition outcome. The minimal resource requirements are the lowest level of light and nutrients at which the plant can persist. The resource consumption is related to the consumption vector, which represents the proportion of resources consumed when the species is at equilibrium (Tilman 1980). We derived these traits from the model equations (see Appendix A) to analyse their importance when the competition is asymmetric for light.

**Model analysis**

To test how asymmetry in light competition determines the competition outcome between submerged and floating plant species, we analyzed our model for a wide range of species traits and environmental conditions. We assumed nitrogen (N) to be the limiting nutrient. However, we could also have chosen phosphorus (P), because P-limitation seems to be equally widespread for primary producers in freshwater ecosystems (Elser et al. 2007). We have checked by model simulations (not shown here) that the choice for N or P as a limiting nutrient does not affect the competition outcome qualitatively.

We performed the model analysis in several steps. We started our analysis by evaluating the competition outcome when both plants have equal traits (Fig. 2.2A), by using the same default parameter values for each plant (table 1). These values were in the middle of ranges reported in literature for common floating and submerged plants (Janse 1998; Janse 2005; Scheffer et al. 2003). We plotted the competition outcome in the $r_{in} - I_{in}$ plane, i.e. for various combinations of light supply $I_{in}$ and nutrient loading $r_{in}$, mimicking a wide range of environmental conditions.

Secondly, we analysed the effect of different minimal resource requirements of the plants on the competition outcome in the $r_{in} - I_{in}$ plane. This was done by varying the half-saturation constants for nutrient limitation ($M$) and light limitation ($H$) (see Eq. A.1 and A.2 in Appendix A) such that the submerged plant has lower minimal requirements for light (Fig. 2.2B), nutrients (Fig. 2.2C) or light and nutrients (Fig. 2.2D). As it is often assumed that submerged plants have lower minimal resource requirements than floating plants, we continued our study focussing on this configuration. We aimed at obtaining a more thorough understanding of the competition outcome of this configuration by analysing the equilibrium biomass of both plants along a gradient of light supply and nutrient loading (Fig. 2.3). We zoomed in on these gradients that captured the most complex and interesting model outcomes.
Next, we were interested in the effect of the plant’s resource consumption traits on the competition outcome in the \( r_{in} - I_{in} \) plane (Fig. 2.4). Therefore, we varied the plant’s ratio of light attenuation \( k \) to nutrient content \( c \) as this ratio controls the resource consumption (see equations A.6 and A.7 in Appendix A). Also we analysed how the competition outcome depends on environmental conditions other than light and nutrient supply, such as water column depth \( z_B \), dilution rate \( D \) and water background light attenuation \( K_{bg} \) (Fig. 2.5), by varying them within the ranges reported in table 1.

We concluded our analyses by evaluating the competition outcome for two floating and submerged plant species that are common in temperate regions, respectively \textit{Lemna} sp. (duckweed) and \textit{Elodea} sp. (waterweed) (Fig. 2.6). We did this for both N and P as a limiting nutrient. We retrieved the parameter values (table 1) from the established ecosystem model PCDitch (Janse 1998), which simulates the competition between water plants with different growth forms. PCDitch provides a coherent set of vegetation parameters, derived from literature and calibrated on experimental Dutch ditches. For \textit{Lemna} sp. the light parameters \( H \) and \( k \) are not defined in PCDitch, because its light limitation is incorporated differently in PCDitch compared to our model. We assumed the half-saturation constant for light limitation \( H \) to be the same for \textit{Lemna} sp. and \textit{Elodea} sp. The light attenuation coefficient \( k \) was for both plants chosen within realistic ranges (Krause-Jensen and Sand-Jensen 1998) such that the maximum plant biomasses are realistic. Furthermore, for the nutrient content \( c \) of the plants, we used the average of the minimum and maximum content provided by PCDitch.

\textbf{Analysis methods}

We solved for the competition outcome numerically, since we did not find any simple expressions for the plants’ equilibrium densities. We used the software packages AUTO (Doedel and Oldeman 2009) and R (R Core Team 2013) for numerical analysis and to determine the stability of the equilibria and the position of bifurcations in the \( r_{in} - I_{in} \) plane.

Supplementary to bifurcation analysis, we performed numerical invasion analysis to determine the competition outcome, by calculating whether a species (the invader) can invade an equilibrium density of another species (the resident) (Chesson 2000). In a two-species community like ours, the species stably coexist when each species can invade (+) an equilibrium density of the other (++), the species show alternative stable states when neither can invade (–) an equilibrium density of the other (– –), while (+ –) or (– +) leads
to competitive exclusion of the species that cannot invade (e.g. Gerla et al. 2011). In the case of alternative stable states, the species that establishes first outcompetes the other.

### 2.3 Results

#### The importance of species traits

When both plants have equal traits, the floating plant outcompetes the submerged plant for all combinations of light supply and nutrient loading (Fig. 2.2A), provided that the resource supply is high enough for the plants to persist.
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**Figure 2.2.** Outcome of the competition of floating plant $F$ and submerged plant $S$ for combinations of light supply $I_{in}$ (W m$^{-2}$) and nutrient loading $r_{in}$ (gN m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$). 'F' indicates regions where the floating plant persists, in region 'S' the submerged plant persists, in 'F&S' the plants coexist and in 'F/S' the plants are alternative stable states. Note that at low resource supply both plants cannot persist. In panel A the plants have equal traits, whereas in panels B, C and D they have different resource requirements: the submerged plant has the lowest nutrient requirements in panels C and D, and has the lowest light requirements in panels B and D. The lines 1 and 2 in panel D are transects used for the bifurcation analysis in Fig. 2.3. Environmental parameters: $K_{bg} = 0, z_B = 0.5, D = 0.1$. The plant parameters equal the default values given in table 1, except for $M$ and $H$ that determine the minimal resource requirements: panel A; $M_F = M_S = 0.5, H_F = H_S = 30$, panel B; $M_F = 0.3, M_S = 0.7, H_F = 40, H_S = 20$, panel C; $M_F = 0.7, M_S = 0.3, H_F = 20, H_S = 40$, panel D; $M_F = 0.7, M_S = 0.3, H_F = 40, H_S = 20$. 


This illustrates the asymmetry in light competition in layered communities and the resulting competitive advantage of the floating plant: it has the primacy for light, shades the submerged plant and does not compete for light with the submerged plant.

The submerged plant can only outcompete the floating plant when it has lower minimal resource requirements for light (Fig. 2.2B), nutrients (Fig. 2.2C) or light and nutrients (Fig. 2.2D), provided that the supply of the resource for which it has the lowest requirements is low enough. At higher resource supply, a submerged plant with lower resource requirements coexists or shows alternative states with – or is even outcompeted by – the floating plant. At high enough supply of light and nutrients, the floating plant always outcompetes the submerged plant. For further analysis, we used the configuration where the submerged plant has the lowest requirements for both light and nutrients (Fig. 2.2D) as a starting point, as this configuration is assumed to be the most common one, and gives the richest competition outcome.

To better understand the competition outcome, we analysed the equilibrium biomass of both plants along a gradient of light supply (transect 1 in Fig. 2.2D, results plotted in Fig. 2.3A). The submerged plant can persist at a lower light supply (bifurcation 1), since it has the lowest light requirements. When the light supply is increased, there is enough light for the floating plant to persist (bifurcation 2) and the plants coexist, until the floating plant reaches a critical biomass and intercepts too much light for the submerged plant to persist (bifurcation 3). With further increasing light supply, nutrient limitation takes precedence over light limitation. From bifurcation 4 onwards they show alternative states since both plants cannot invade the equilibrium density of the other: the submerged plant reduces the nutrient concentration to levels too low for the floating plant to invade and the floating plant intercepts too much light for the submerged plant to invade. At even higher light supply (above that of bifurcation 5), only the submerged plant persists because the floating plant no longer intercepts enough light to prevent the submerged plant from invading.

In a similar manner, we analysed the competition outcome by regarding the equilibrium biomass along a gradient of nutrient loading (transect 2 in Fig. 2.2D, results plotted in Fig. 2.3B). The submerged plant persists at a lower nutrient loading (bifurcation 1), as it has the lowest nutrient requirements. With increasing nutrient loading (up to bifurcation 2), even if the floating plant is able to persist when alone, it is outcompeted by the submerged plant. From bifurcation 2 onwards they show alternative states since both plants cannot
Figure 2.3. Effect of (A) light supply $I_{in}$ (W m$^{-2}$) and (B) nutrient loading $r_{in}$ (gN m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$) on equilibrium biomass (gDW m$^{-2}$) of floating plant $F$ and submerged plant $S$ (upper panels) and on the growth limitation of the plant when invading an equilibrium density of the other (lower panels). Catastrophic shifts are indicated with arrows and the dashed lines (upper panels) give the unstable coexistence equilibrium. The dots denote transcritical bifurcations. Bifurcations 2 to 5 are the invasion boundaries where the total growth limitation $f_T$ of the invader ($f_T = f_R f_I$) equals the growth limitation level at which the invader can persist (dashed line). Note that the growth limitation is maximum at $f_T = 0$ and is absent at $f_T = 1$. The parameters values are the same as in Fig. 2.2D with $r_{in} = 0.2$ in panel A (see transect 1 in Fig. 2.2D) and $I_{in} = 200$ in panel B (see transect 2 in Fig. 2.2D).
invade the equilibrium density of the other: the floating plant intercepts too much light for the submerged plant to invade and the submerged plant keeps the nutrient concentration too low for the floating plant to invade. At higher nutrient supply (from bifurcation 3 onwards), only the floating plant persists as the submerged plant cannot keep the nutrient concentration low enough to prevent the floating plant from invading.

**Figure 2.4.** Outcome of the competition of floating plant $F$ and submerged plant $S$ when the plants have different resource consumption traits, resulting from different ratios of light attenuation coefficient $k$ over nutrient to dry weight ratio $c$. Except for $k$ and $c$, the parameter values are the same as in Fig. 2.2D (which equals the center graph).

When changing the resource consumption traits of both plants – by changing the ratio of light attenuation coefficient $k$ over nutrient content $c$ – the competition outcome is affected mainly in 'nutrient-limited environments' (Fig. 2.4). These are environments where nutrients are more limiting than
light due to a low supply of nutrients relative to light. In these environments, the plants coexist or show alternative states depending on the consumption traits, where the chance of having alternative states increases when $k_F/c_F$ relative to $k_S/c_S$ increases. In light-limited environments on the other hand, the competition outcome is hardly affected: the plants outcompete each other or coexist, and do not show alternative states, irrespective of the consumption traits. Note that the competition outcome does not depend on the absolute values of $k$ and $c$, as long as their ratio $k/c$ is constant, because then the consumption vector does not change (see Eq. A.6 and A.7 in Appendix A). However, the absolute value of $k$ does affect the equilibrium biomass: a higher value for $k$ leads to a lower biomass due to more self-shading.

**Figure 2.5.** Outcome of the competition of floating plant $F$ and submerged plant $S$ for different background light attenuation $K_{bg}$ (upper panels), dilution rate $D$ (middle panels) and water column depth $z_B$ (lower panels). The parameter values are the same as in Fig. 2.2D, except for the lower panels where the background attenuation is non-zero ($K_{bg} = 2$), such that the water column depth influences the average light availability for the submerged plant.
The importance of background attenuation, dilution rate and water depth

Varying the depth, dilution rate and background attenuation of the water illustrates how the environment controls the extent to which species can benefit from their specific position and traits. For example, a higher background light attenuation of the water reduces the competitive success of the submerged plant (Fig. 2.5, upper panels), as the resulting lower light availability in the water column affects the submerged plant only. High background attenuation can even lead to the disappearance of submerged plants in light-limited environments, as the light availability in the water column becomes too low for the plants to persist.

An increased dilution rate enhances the competitive success of the plant with the lowest nutrient requirements (Fig. 2.5, middle panels), which in our case is the submerged plant. This is because a higher dilution rate implies more water flow (see Eq. 2.9) and thus a lower nutrient concentration in the inflow for a given nutrient loading $r_{in}$. This lower concentration also implies that both plants need more light to persist. An increase of the water depth simultaneously lowers the average light availability in the water column, which is detrimental to the submerged plant, and lowers the nutrient availability as the nutrient loading has to be divided over a larger depth, which in our case is most detrimental to the floating plant. With the current model settings the floating plant suffers less from deeper water (Fig. 2.5, lower panels), as the adverse effect on the submerged plant takes precedence over the adverse effect on floating plants.

Competition outcome for common macrophytes

When parameterizing the model for floating and submerged plant species common in temperate regions (duckweed: *Lemna* sp. and waterweed: *Elodea* sp.) for N or P as a limiting nutrient, the model predicts that waterweed outcompetes duckweed at low resource supply, duckweed and waterweed coexist at intermediate resource supply, and duckweed outcompetes waterweed at high resource supply (Fig. 2.6, left panels). Thus, for these species their asymmetrical competition for light does not lead to alternative stable states. We found this pattern to be robust as it is nearly insensitive (not shown here) to the chosen background attenuation and the chosen nutrient content of the plants, where in Fig. 2.6 we used the average of their reported minimal and maximal content. The found pattern is in line with an extensive dataset on observed vegetation in Dutch ditches from 1978 till 2006, where in almost half of the ditches where duckweed or waterweed were observed, they were
found to coexist (Fig. 2.6, right panel). This combination of model results and field data suggests that duckweed-dominance is unlikely to be an alternative stable state.
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Figure 2.6. Outcome of the competition (left panels) of duckweed \(L\) (\(Lemna\) sp.) and waterweed \(E\) (\(Elodea\) sp.) for nitrogen (left: nutrient loading \(r_{in}\) is in gN m\(^{-2}\) day\(^{-1}\)) and phosphorus (right: \(r_{in}\) is in gP m\(^{-2}\) day\(^{-1}\)) as a limiting nutrient. The right panel shows the number of ditches in the Netherlands where duckweed and waterweed were observed in absence of each other or in coexistence. For plant parameter values in left panels see table 1. Environmental parameters in left panels: \(K_{bg} = 0.5, z_B = 0.5, D = 0.1\).

2.4 Discussion

In many places around the world, floating plant dominance is considered to be a true nuisance. Understanding when floating plants dominate, and particularly knowing if their dominance can be a (self-enhancing) alternative stable state, is therefore a relevant issue for ecosystem management. Our model shows that dominance of floating plants cannot be an alternative stable state in light-limited environments: when light-limitation is reduced by an increase of light, the submerged plant – which can cope with the lowest light levels – starts to coexists with and is eventually 'outshaded' by the floating plant. The fact that the plants coexist and do not show alternative stable states can be explained by the requirement for stable coexistence from classical competition theory, namely that intraspecific competition must be greater than interspecific competition (Williamson 1957). In other words, a species can coexist with another species when it suffers more from itself than from the other. In our model, the floating plant does not compete for light.
with the submerged plant and therefore, in light-limited environments, the floating plant always suffers more from itself by self-shading (intraspecific competition) than from the other (interspecific competition), which leads to stable coexistence.

In nutrient-limited environments, the model predicts that with increasing nutrient levels, submerged plants are outcompeted by floating plants. This pattern was also found in field studies and mesocosm studies (Forchhammer 1999; Janes et al. 1996; Netten et al. 2010; Portielje and Roijackers 1995). At intermediate nutrient levels, floating and submerged plants can either coexist or show alternative stable states, depending on their resource consumption. The chance of alternative stable states increases when the submerged plant consumes more nutrients compared to the floating plant (the smaller $k_S/c_S$ compared to $k_F/c_F$), thus the more the floating plant suffers from the submerged plant than from itself. The semi-mechanistic model of Scheffer et al. (2003) gives comparable results: alternative stable states only occur as long as the submerged plant consumes more nutrients (per unit biomass) than the floating plant. Their model predicts no alternative stable states when the plants consume equal amounts of nutrients, which is not per se the case in our model: we found that for equal consumption traits ($k_S/c_S = k_F/c_F$) the plants can still show alternative stable states (Fig. 2.2) or coexist (not shown here), depending on plant traits other than resource consumption.

Interestingly, for increasing supply of nutrients and light, the model predicts that the floating plant due to its primacy for light can coexist with – or eventually outcompete – the submerged plant, even when the submerged plant has the lowest resource requirements. This is not possible in unlayered communities, as described in $I^*_\text{out} - R^*$ theory (Huisman and Weissing 1995), where the species with the lowest minimal resource requirements always outcompetes the other ($R^*$ rule). Another difference is that consumption traits that lead to coexistence in unlayered communities, namely such that each species consumes more of the resource that most limits its growth, may in our layered community lead to alternative stable states, and vice versa (see Fig. 2.4 where $k_F/c_F < k_S/c_S$ may lead to alternative stable states and $k_F/c_F > k_S/c_S$ may lead to coexistence). Related to this, the layeredness of species leads to a richer competition outcome in a sense that the same two species can, depending on the environmental conditions, coexist or show alternative stable states, whereas in unlayered communities the same two species either coexist or show alternative stable states.
Thus, compared to unlayered communities as described in $I_{out}^* - R^*$ theory, the layeredness – and associated asymmetry in competition for light – leads to fundamentally different results. Appendix B illustrates this by showing why the graphical isocline approach, which is used in $I_{out}^* - R^*$ theory and also in $R^*$ theory (Tilman 1980) to predict the competition outcome, does not apply to layered communities.

Interestingly, more complex phytoplankton models of asymmetrical competition predict similar differences, although in these cases there are, next to the primacy for light, more mechanisms at play which could cause these differences. For example, in the model of Jäger and Diehl (2014) asymmetrical competition for nutrients co-determines the competition outcome. In their double-asymmetric model not only the upper species (pelagic algae) have the primacy for light, but also the lower species (benthic algae) have the primacy for nutrients, as they assumed that the nutrients are supplied from below. Furthermore, Ryabov and Blasius (2011) found that differences in the dispersal ability of pelagic algae make that a species with lower resource requirements can be outcompeted by a species with higher dispersal ability. In addition, the non-uniform nutrient environment in these models of pelagic algae – due to limited mixing of the water combined with nutrient supply from below – was found to explain that consumption traits that lead to coexistence in unlayered communities may lead to alternative stable states and vice versa (Ryabov and Blasius 2011; Yoshiyama et al. 2009). However, our study shows that even in a uniform nutrient environment, i.e. no nutrient gradient with depth, similar results can be found. We show that the most parsimonious form of asymmetrical competition, being asymmetrical competition for light while maintaining symmetry in competition for nutrients in a homogeneous nutrient environment, is sufficient to cause fundamentally different results compared to unlayered communities.

Our theoretical framework can also be used to study the competition between free-floating plants and phytoplankton. De Tezanos Pinto and O’Farrell (2014) state that field studies suggest that floating plants and phytoplankton show alternative stable states, however that mathematical models are needed for more conclusive evidence. Our model may also be useful to study resource competition of terrestrial plants having different canopy positions.

For floating and submerged plant species that are common in temperate regions (duckweed: *Lemna* sp. and waterweed: *Elodea* sp.), both model and field data suggest that the occurrence of alternative stable states is unlikely. Instead, the species coexist or outcompete each other. This implies
that floating-plant dominance may be a less persistent ecosystem state than suggested by Scheffer et al. (2003). We found similar model results (not shown here) when parameterizing both species directly from literature, instead of from the ecosystem model PCDitch (Janse 1998). For both parameterizations we kept the light attenuation coefficient $k$ of *Lemna* sp. equal to that of *Elodea* sp. because little is known about $k$. In the model, we assumed that submerged plants only take up nutrients from the water column, whereas most submerged plants, like waterweed, can also take up nutrients from the sediment by their roots (Barko et al. 1991). Taking this into account will probably reduce the chance of alternative stable states even further, as a floating plant does not suffer from a submerged plant that takes up nutrients from the sediment only, which promotes coexistence instead of alternative stable states. We probably overestimated the nutrient loading needed for dominance of *Lemna* sp. because our model does not take into account nutrient recycling by water plants due to dying-off. These processes, as well as other important phenomena in aquatic ecosystems such as variable stoichiometry, seasonal dynamics in light, nutrients, temperature and phenology are accounted for in more complex models such as PCDitch (Janse 1998), however, at the cost of general insights in the dominant mechanisms and the way they interact.

### 2.5 Conclusions

The model presented here provides general insights in the competition for light and nutrients in layered communities of aquatic plants. At high supply of light and nutrients, floating plants always outcompete submerged plants due to their primacy for light, even when submerged plants have lower resource requirements. The occurrence of coexistence or alternative stable states depends on the environmental conditions: in light-limited environments the plants do never show alternative stable states, whereas in nutrient-limited environments the plants coexist or show alternative stable states depending on their resource consumption traits. Compared to unlayered communities, the layeredness – and associated asymmetry in competition for light – leads to fundamentally different results: the competition outcome can no longer be predicted from species traits such as minimal resource requirement ($R^*$ rule) and resource consumption. Also it leads to a richer competition outcome in a sense that the same two species can, depending on the environment, coexist or show alternative stable states. For two common plant species in temperate regions both the model and field data suggest that floating-plant dominance
is unlikely to be a (self-enhancing) alternative stable state. This would ease ecosystem management that aims at reducing floating-plant dominance.
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Appendix A: Species’ minimal resource requirements and resource consumption vector

The plant’s lowest required nutrient concentration $R_{min}$ follows from the requirement for persistence $p_i = m_i$ (see Eq. 2.1 and 2.2) when light is non-limiting ($f_I = 1$). Using Eq. 2.3 and 2.4 this leads to

$$R_{min,i} = \frac{m_i M_i}{p_{max,i} - m_i}. \tag{A.1}$$

The derivation of the minimal required light intensity $I_{min}$ is less straightforward, as $I_{min}$ is reached only when there is no self-shading, thus when the equilibrium biomass approaches zero. Furthermore, for submerged plants $I_{min}$ also depends on the background light attenuation of the water. $I_{min}$ follows from $p_i = m_i$ when nutrients are non-limiting ($f_R = 1$), and in case the background attenuation is zero it follows from Eq. 2.3, 2.5 and 2.6 that

$$I_{min,i} = \frac{m_i H_i}{p_{max,i} - m_i}. \tag{A.2}$$

as for this case Eq. 2.5 and 2.6 read

$$\lim_{\text{biomass} \to 0} f_{i,i} = \frac{I}{I + H_i}. \tag{A.3}$$

The consumption vector can be derived by expressing the equilibrium biomass in terms of nutrients and light. For floating plants at monoculture equilibrium $F^*$ this means that $dF/dt = 0$ (Eq. 2.1) and $dR/dt = 0$ (Eq. 2.9) leading to a biomass expression in terms of nutrients:

$$F^* = \frac{r_{in} - z_B DR^*}{c_F m_F}, \tag{A.4}$$

where the stars denote the equilibrium state. The equilibrium biomass $F^*$ can also be expressed in terms of light (following from Eq. 2.7):

$$F^* = \frac{\ln(I_{in}) - \ln(I_0^*)}{k_F}. \tag{A.5}$$

The consumption vector results from combining both expressions for $F^*$ (Eq. A.4 and A.5) and substituting expressions for $r_{in}$ and $I_{in}$ based on the resource supply point, which represents the highest possible resource levels.
in equilibrium (Tilman 1980) that are achieved in a system without plants ($I_{in} = I_0$ and $r_{in} = z_B D R$ following from Eq. 2.7 and 2.9):

$$\ln(I_0) = \frac{k_F}{c_F m_F} z_B D (R - R^*) + \ln(I_0^*). \quad (A.6)$$

Thus the consumption vector represents how the nutrient concentration $R$ and the light intensity at the lower end of the plant $I_0$ are reduced to their equilibrium levels due to plant consumption. Similarly, the consumption vector of the submerged plant can be derived which leads to

$$\ln(I_{out}) = \frac{k_S}{c_S m_S} z_B D (R - R^*) + \ln(I_{out}^*). \quad (A.7)$$

The slope of the consumption vector in the $\ln(I_0) - R$ and $\ln(I_{out}) - R$ plane, respectively, which for both plants equals $(k_i / c_i m_i) z_B D$, indicates the factors that control plant resource consumption. As a result, the resource consumption is controlled by both environmental conditions (water column depth $z_B$ and dilution rate $D$) and species traits (light attenuation coefficient $k$, nutrient content per unit biomass $c$ and loss rate $m$).

**Appendix B: Unpredictability of competition outcome in layered communities**

An elegant feature of consumer-resource competition in uniform environments, described by $R^*$ theory for nutrients (Tilman 1980; Tilman 1982) and $I_{out}^* - R$ theory for light and nutrients (Huisman and Weissing 1995), is that one can predict the competition outcome based on species traits. This is done by a graphical isocline approach, based on the species their consumption vectors and zero net growth isoclines (ZNGI’s), and the resource supply point. The ZNGI gives combinations of resource levels, i.e. nutrient concentration $R$ and light intensity at the bottom of the water column $I_{out}$, at which the net growth of the species is zero, and the resource supply point represents the highest possible resource levels in equilibrium that are reached in an empty system.

The species with the lowest resource requirements, and thus the lowest ZNGI, is the best competitor ($R^*$ rule) as it depletes the limiting resources to the lowest level and therefore outcompetes all other species. When one species is a better competitor for resource 1 and the other species is a better competitor for resource 2 (i.e. their ZNGI's intersect), the species coexist or
show alternative stable states when the resource supply point lies within the region bounded by their consumption vectors (Fig. B.1, upper panels). They coexist when each species consumes more of the resource that most limits its growth. Otherwise they show alternative stable states.

In layered communities of species competing for light and nutrients, the competition outcome can no longer be predicted based on species traits. This can be graphically illustrated by regarding the ZNGI’s that now change in presence of the other species. This is because the ZNGI depends on the light supply and the light supply for the lower species is lowered in presence of the upper species. Therefore, the ZNGI of the lower species moves upward due to shading, as a lower light supply shifts the ZNGI away from the origin in the $R - I_{out}$ plane (Huisman and Weissing 1994). This is because a lower light supply leads to a higher light intensity at the bottom ($I_{out}$) since the decrease in light absorption due to lower biomass overcompensates for the effect of the decreased light supply. The ZNGI of the upper species is not affected in presence of the lower species, at least when expressed in terms of the outgoing light intensity at its lower end ($I_0$ for floating plants, see Fig. 1). However, the ZNGI moves downward when expressing it in terms of the light intensity at the bottom of the water column $I_{out}$ since $I_{out}$ is lower than $I_0$ in presence of the lower species.

The change of both ZNGI’s (see arrows in Fig. B.1) is beneficial to the upper species illustrating its competitive advantage: due to its primacy for light it may coexist with (Fig. B.1A and B), show alternative stable states with (Fig. B.1C) – or even outcompete – the submerged plant, even when the submerged plant has the lowest resource requirements in monoculture.

Furthermore, in layered communities the occurrence of alternative stable states or coexistence, can no longer be predicted based on the resource consumption traits. Consumption vectors that lead to stable coexistence for unlayered communities may lead to alternative stable states in unlayered communities (Fig. B.1C), or vice versa (Fig. B.1B). Note that the species stably coexist when the coexistence equilibrium ($R^*, I_{out}^*$), given by the intersection of both ZNGI’s, is stable, and that the species show alternative stable states when this equilibrium is unstable. Even for the exceptional case that both species have equal consumption traits, the species may stably coexist (Fig. B.1A) or show alternative stable states in layered communities, contrary to unlayered communities where species can only outcompete each other when having equal consumption traits. Then, the stable coexistence in layered communities results from the fact that the species adjust their equilibrium
biomass such that the intersection of the ZNGI’s is linked to the resource supply point by the consumption vectors.

**Figure B.1.** Graphical isocline approach for two species competing for light and nutrients in an unlayered community sensu $I_{out}^* - R^*$ theory (upper panels) and in a layered community (lower panels; 1 = floating plant, 2 = submerged plant) for three different settings (panels A to C), plotted in the $R - I_{out}$ plane where $R$ is the nutrient concentration in the water and $I_{out}$ is the light intensity at the bottom of the water column. It comprises the ZNGI’s (dotted and solid lines), consumption vectors (dashed lines), resource supply point (square), coexistence equilibrium (solid dot = stable equilibrium, open dot = unstable equilibrium which implies alternative stable states) and competition outcome (grey lines) for resource supply points with different nutrient supply (changing the light supply would lead to other results as the ZNGI’s depend on the light supply). Note that in the layered community, contrary to unlayered communities, the ZNGI of a species changes in presence of the other species (indicated by the arrows): the dotted line gives the ZNGI in monoculture and the solid line gives the ZNGI at equilibrium density of the other species as realized at the resource supply indicated by the square. Also note that in panels B and C the species traits differ between the unlayered and the layered community. Therefore in these panels, the ZNGI’s in the unlayered community differ from the ZNGI’s in monoculture in the layered community. However, the resource consumption traits are the same in both communities, as indicated by the similar consumption vectors, where in panel A the consumption vectors of both species coincide. Parameter settings for the layered community are the same as in Fig. 2.4 (panel A and B: $I_{in} = 15, r_{in} = 0.3$ and for panel A $k_F/c_F = k_S/c_S = 1$ and for panel B $k_F/c_F = 0.67$ and $k_S/c_S = 1$; panel C: $k_F/c_F = 1.5, k_S/c_S = 0.67, I_{in} = 500$ and $r_{in} = 0.315$).
Chapter 3

N$_2$-fixation in aquatic ecosystems does not axiomatically lead to P limitation


Abstract. A long standing debate in ecology deals with the role of nitrogen and phosphorus in management and restoration of aquatic ecosystems. It has been argued that nutrient reduction strategies should solely focus on P, as reducing N inputs is ineffective because N$_2$-fixing species will eventually correct for N deficits, perpetuating P limitation. A sound mechanistic understanding of this principle is, however, lacking. Here we use mechanistic resource competition theory, an ecosystem model and a 45-year field data set on eutrophic floating-plant dominated ecosystems to show that N$_2$-fixation is unlikely to perpetuate P limitation. This is explained by N$_2$-fixers typically requiring higher P concentrations to persist than non-N$_2$-fixers, implying that they cannot deplete the P concentration enough for the non-N$_2$-fixing eutrophic community to become P-limited. These findings provide a mechanistic basis for the need to consider the reduction of both N and P inputs to most effectively restore nutrient over-enriched aquatic ecosystems.

3.1 Introduction

Eutrophication due to anthropogenic nutrient over-enrichment threatens the biodiversity and functioning of freshwater ecosystems worldwide (Smith et al. 1999), by promoting toxic algal blooms (Anderson et al. 2002) and the invasion by dense mats of free-floating plants (Scheffer et al. 2003). Both lead to dark, anoxic sub-surface conditions that severely constrain aquatic
life (Heisler et al. 2008). To combat eutrophication, the question arises as to whether to focus on reducing inputs of N or P or both (Conley et al. 2009).

Based on evidence from long-term whole-ecosystem experiments, it has been postulated that nutrient reduction strategies should focus solely on P because N reduction favours \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixing cyanobacteria that draw on the vast atmospheric \( \text{N}_2 \) reserve, eventually providing the eutrophic ecosystem with enough N to compensate N deficits, thus perpetuating P-limitation (Hecky and Kilham 1988; Schindler 1977; Schindler et al. 2008; Schindler and Hecky 2009). The general applicability of this principle has been questioned however, as it has been argued that \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixers cannot meet the N requirements of eutrophic ecosystems due to ecological and geochemical constraints on \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixation (Howarth et al. 1988; Paerl 1990), and because the N input by \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixers is offset by denitrification (Lewis and Wurtsbaugh 2008; Lewis et al. 2011; Paerl and Scott 2010; Scott and McCarthy 2010), both leading to N-limitation. A far-reaching implication is that ecosystem managers should also consider the reduction of N inputs, rather than focusing solely on P (Conley et al. 2009). Interestingly, thus far, a thorough mechanistic understanding of how \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixation affects nutrient limitation has been missing from this debate.

Here, we used mechanistic resource competition theory (Huisman and Weissing 1995; Tilman 1982) to systematically explore whether \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixers have the capacity to perpetuate P limitation when lowering N supply. First, we built a resource competition model, to analyse for different combinations of N and P supply how \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixation influences the structure and nutrient limitation characteristics of a eutrophic community of floating plants. Then we repeated the analysis but now in a more realistic environment, by using an established complex ecosystem model. Next, we compared the model predictions with a 45-year field data set on eutrophic floating-plant dominated ecosystems.

### 3.2 Methods

#### The resource competition model

The model describes floating plants \( A \) (or \( C \)) and \( L \) (or \( B \)) that compete for N, P and light. Only plant \( A \) is able to fix \( \text{N}_2 \) (Table 3.1, Fig. S1). The model is based on theoretical frameworks for resource competition (Huisman and Weissing 1995; Van Gerven et al. 2015a) and simulates the dynamics of plant biomass (gDW m\(^{-2}\)) and the N and P concentrations (gN m\(^{-3}\) and gP m\(^{-3}\)) in the water (Eqs. 3.1-3.4). The N and P concentrations are affected by supply, outflow, uptake and remineralization.
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Table 3.1. The resource competition model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biomass and nutrient dynamics</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{dL}{dt} = (p_L - m_L) L )</td>
<td>(3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{dA}{dt} = (p_A - m_A) A )</td>
<td>(3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{dN}{dt} = \frac{n_{in}}{z_B} - DN - \frac{1}{z_A} \left( c_{N,L} p_L L \right) + \frac{a}{z_A} \left( c_{N,L} m_L L + c_{N,A} m_A A \right) )</td>
<td>(3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{dP}{dt} = \frac{p_{in}}{z_B} - DP - \frac{1}{z_A} \left( c_{P,L} p_L L + c_{P,A} p_A A \right) + \frac{a}{z_A} \left( c_{P,L} m_L L + c_{P,A} m_A A \right) )</td>
<td>(3.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Auxiliary equations

\( p_L = \min\{f_{N,L}, f_{P,L}\} f_{I,L} p_{max,L} \)  
\( p_A = f_{P,A} f_{I,A} p_{max,A} \)
\( f_{N,L} = \frac{N}{N + M_{N,L}} \)
\( f_{P,L} = \frac{P}{P + M_{P,L}} \)
\( f_{I,L} = \frac{1}{k_{L,L} + k_{a,A}} \int_{I_{in}}^{I_{out}} \frac{1}{H + I} dI = \frac{1}{k_{L,L} + k_{a,A}} \ln \left( \frac{H + I_{out}}{H + I_{in}} \right) \)
\( I_{out} = I_{in} e^{-\left(k_{L,L} + k_{a,A}\right)} \)

Species parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lemma sp.²</th>
<th>Azolla sp.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( p_{max,i} )</td>
<td>Maximum growth rate (day(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_i )</td>
<td>Loss rate (day(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_L )</td>
<td>Light attenuation coeff. (m(^2) gDW(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( H_l )</td>
<td>Half-sat. constant for light (J m(^{-2}) s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{N,L} )</td>
<td>Half-sat. constant for N (gN m(^{-3}))</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M_{P,L} )</td>
<td>Half-sat. constant for P (gP m(^{-3}))</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{N,i} )</td>
<td>N to dry weight ratio (gN gDW(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_{P,i} )</td>
<td>P to dry weight ratio (gP gDW(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Environmental parameters

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n_{in} )</td>
<td>N loading (gN m(^{-2}) day(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0 to 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p_{in} )</td>
<td>P loading (gP m(^{-2}) day(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0 to 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{in} )</td>
<td>Incident light intensity (J m(^{-2}) s(^{-1}))</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( z_B )</td>
<td>Water column depth (m)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>Dilution rate of water column (day(^{-1}))</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>Remineralization fraction of died-off plants (-)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Janse 1998, \(^b\) van der Heide et al. (2006), \(^c\) chosen such that maximum biomass is realistic, \(^d\) Forchhammer (1999), \(^e\) Moretti and Siniscalco Gigliano (1998), \(^f\) Bieleski and Lauchli (1992), \(^g\) Costa et al. (1999).

The biomass dynamics depend on loss rate \( m \) and growth rate \( p \). The growth is co-limited by light and nutrients (Eqs. 3.5-3.6). Nutrient limitation follows the Michaelis-Menten function (Eqs. 3.7-3.8). Non-N\(_2\)-fixer \( L \) is limited by either N or P according to Liebig’s law of the minimum, whereas N\(_2\)-fixer \( A \) is only limited by P as its N demand is fulfilled by N\(_2\)-fixation.
Light limitation is also characterized by the Michaelis-Menten function (Eq. 3.9) and follows from integrating over the plant depth, as the light intensity \( I \) decreases with depth due to light attenuation by the plants according to Lambert Beer’s law (Eq. 3.10).

**Complex ecosystem model**

The used complex ecosystem used consists of the used resource competition model embedded in PCDitch (Janse 1998), a full-scale and well-tested dynamic ecosystem model that has been successfully applied to predict the nutrient-driven regime shift from submerged plants to floating-plant dominance (Van Gerven et al. 2015b and references therein). PCDitch includes several functional groups of water plants that compete for nutrients and light and have a different competition strategy due to their distinct growth forms (Fig. S2). Furthermore, the model comprises a sediment layer, includes all key nutrient processes like sediment-P release and denitrification, and accounts for seasonal variation in water temperature, light intensity and day length (see Janse 2005 for detailed process descriptions). For PCDitch, we used the parameter settings of the calibrated model (Janse 1998), resembling an ‘average’ macrophyte-dominated freshwater ecosystem in the temperate zone. We slightly extended the resource competition model part of the ecosystem model to account for the phenology of *Lemna* and *Azolla*, by making the growth temperature-dependent and incorporating an overwintering period and a growing season. We adopted the associated phenological parameters from the original *Lemna* group in PCDitch, and kept these parameters the same for *Lemna* and *Azolla*.

### 3.3 Results

When considering hypothetical \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixers and non-\( \text{N}_2 \)-fixers that have the same resource requirements, the resource competition model predicts that \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixers indeed have the potential to keep the system P-limited when the system’s N supply is lowered. This can be seen in Fig. 3.2, showing that P-limitation is more pronounced in presence of a \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixer (Fig. 3.1B) compared to a community of only non-\( \text{N}_2 \)-fixers (Fig. 3.1A). This is because the \( \text{N}_2 \)-fixer can alleviate N-limitation by not taking up N from the water and by ‘fertilizing’ the water with fixed atmospheric N through remineralization of died-off biomass. Hence, the non-\( \text{N}_2 \)-fixer remains P-limited with decreasing N supply. This is even the case when there is no ‘N-fertilization’ (Fig. S3).
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Figure 3.1. Predicted structure and nutrient limitation of a community of identical (A) non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixers B\textsubscript{1} and B\textsubscript{2} and (B) non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixer B and N\textsubscript{2}-fixer C, for different supply of N (n\textsubscript{in}) and P (P\textsubscript{in}). Left panel, competition outcome where ‘&’ denotes coexistence. Middle panel, nutrient that limits the growth of the non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixer (Eq. 3.5). Right panel, underlying biomasses in gDW m\textsuperscript{-2} and nutrient limitation factors of the non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixer (Eqs. 3.7-3.8) along a gradient of N supply (P\textsubscript{in} = 0.04). All species were parametrized as Lemna sp. (Table 3.1) except for M\textsubscript{N} which does not apply to N\textsubscript{2}-fixer C.

A different picture arises however when we parameterize the resource competition model for ‘real’ species; the floating plant Lemna (duckweed), which is not able to fix N\textsubscript{2}, and the water fern Azolla, living in symbiosis with the N\textsubscript{2}-fixing cyanobacterium Anabaena azollae (Wagner 1997). We then find that N\textsubscript{2}-fixation can no longer keep the system P-limited at low N supply (Fig. 3.2A). This is because Azolla has higher resource requirements than Lemna, and therefore cannot deplete the P concentration to a level low enough for Lemna to become P-limited. This is reflected by the P\textsuperscript{*} and I\textsubscript{out}\textsuperscript{*}, important traits in competition theory indicating the lowest level to which a species can deplete the P concentration and light availability in the water (Huisman and Weissing 1995; Tilman 1982). Given Azolla’s higher values for P\textsuperscript{*} and I\textsubscript{out}\textsuperscript{*}, Azolla is an inferior competitor for P and light. As a result, Lemna competitively excludes Azolla when P is limiting, implying that Lemna cannot be P-limited in presence of Azolla (see Fig. S4 for a graphical explanation). The
Figure 3.2. Structure and nutrient limitation of a floating-plant community of *Lemna* (*L*) and *Azolla* (*A*) as predicted by (A) the resource competition model and (B) the complex ecosystem model. Left panel, competition outcome where 'S' denotes submerged plants. Middle panel, nutrient that limits the growth of the non-N₂-fixing *Lemna*. Right panel, underlying biomasses in gDW m⁻² and nutrient limitation factors of *Lemna* along a gradient of N supply (*pᵢₙ = 0.04*). See Table 3.1 for parameter values. Note that for the ecosystem model it concerns summer-averaged results.

limited competitive power of *Azolla*, being only a superior competitor for N due to its ability to fix N₂, also explains why *Azolla* is abundant only when the supply of N is sufficiently low compared to the P supply (Fig. 3.2A, left panel). These findings remain even if we assume the remineralization and associated 'N-fertilization' to be very high (Fig. S5).

To test if these results hold true in a more realistic environment, we embedded the used resource competition model in the established ecosystem model PCDitch (Janse 1998) that includes additional biota (e.g. algae and submerged plants), seasonality and important nutrient cycling processes like denitrification and sediment P-release. We found the same qualitative results: the N₂-fixing *Azolla* cannot keep the ecosystem P-limited when lowering the N supply (Fig. 3.2B), even when its 'N-fertilization' is very high (Fig. S6).

Thus, both models predict that N₂-fixation does not lead to P-limitation, due to the underlying mechanism that N₂-fixers require higher P concentra-
tions to persist. These findings are supported by an extensive 45-year data set on eutrophic floating-plant dominated ecosystems, as analysis of the field data showed that N\textsubscript{2}-fixing Azolla spp. indeed occur at significantly higher P concentrations than Lemna spp. (Fig. 3.3A: $p < 0.001$, Welch's t-test).

![Figure 3.3](image.png)

**Figure 3.3.** Box-whisker plots of (A) the total P concentrations and (B) the total N concentrations at which Azolla spp. and Lemna spp. were observed in Dutch drainage ditches (1968 - 2012). The shown $p$-values result from a Welch's t-test for which the data were log-transformed.

### 3.4 Discussion

Although illustrated here for floating plants, it seems plausible that N\textsubscript{2}-fixers in general have higher resource requirements than their non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixing competitors, given the energetic costs of N\textsubscript{2}-fixation and the associated heterocyst production (Paerl 1990). This would imply that also in phytoplankton-dominated systems, such as eutrophic lakes, N\textsubscript{2}-fixers cannot keep the system P-limited at low N inputs because of their higher resource requirements, making them inferior competitors for P and light. Indeed, competition experiments of cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) show that N\textsubscript{2}-fixing species are inferior competitors for light as they are competitively excluded by non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixers when light is limiting (Huisman et al. 1999b; Zevenboom et al. 1981). Additionally, under N-limited conditions, when N\textsubscript{2}-fixers completely rely on
N₂-fixation for their N demands, they may become even poorer competitors for light, as demonstrated by markedly increasing $I_{out}^*$ values of a N₂-fixing species with decreasing N supply (Agawin et al. 2007). Furthermore, the observed high $P^*$ values of N₂-fixing compared to non-N₂-fixing cyanobacteria (De Nobel et al. 1997; Passarge et al. 2006), indicate that N₂-fixing cyanobacteria are also inferior competitors for P.

A pending question in the debate on the role of N and P in ecosystem restoration is whether N₂-fixers are capable of correcting ecosystem-scale N deficiencies, as this would make controlling N ineffective. Here, we mechanistically demonstrated that N₂-fixation is unlikely to completely fulfill the ecosystem’s N demands. As a result, N₂-fixation cannot prevent the system from becoming N-limited at low N input. This is in agreement with the observation that at least half of the freshwater ecosystems on the world are either N-limited or N and P co-limited (Elser et al. 2007). Does this imply that reducing N inputs to restore aquatic ecosystems would be successful? Our mechanistic models tell us to be careful, as they predict that lowering N promotes the abundance of N₂-fixers that can be just as harmful for the ecosystem as the targeted non-N₂-fixing species. Moreover, these N₂-fixers provide extra N to the system and thereby facilitate the targeted N-limited species.

On the other hand, our models probably overestimate the growth potential of N₂-fixers by ignoring common ecological, geochemical and energetic constraints on N₂-fixation (Berman-Frank et al. 2007; Paerl 1990). For example, our models assume that the N₂-fixer’s N demand is immediately fulfilled by N₂-fixation and thereby ignore the energetic costs associated with N₂-fixation (Paerl 1990). Such constraints could explain that N₂-fixation and the associated heterocyst-production was observed to be minimal at low N supply (Ferber et al. 2004) and that N₂-fixers do not always become dominant over non-N₂-fixers when reducing N inputs (Paerl et al. 2014). This is in line with our long-term field data on floating plants, showing that N₂-fixers do not necessarily occur at lower N availability than non-N₂-fixers (Fig. 3.3B). From this perspective we argue that controlling N can be effective given enough constraints on N₂-fixation. Hence we advocate a balanced view on ecosystem restoration by not solely focusing on reducing P inputs but also considering lowering N inputs (Conley et al. 2009).

Given that excessive nutrient loading is one of the major drivers of global environmental change (Steffen et al. 2015), and that the societal costs associated with mitigating eutrophication are tremendous (Smith et al. 1999), there
is a clear mandate for the scientific community to come up with an unambiguous standpoint on how to restore aquatic ecosystems. It is often stated that more data, especially from long-term, whole-ecosystem scale studies, is needed to end the existing disagreement (Schindler and Hecky 2009). We here stress the importance of theoretical work, to ensure that the arguments used in the debate are mechanistically sound.
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Supplementary figures

Figure S1. Schematic overview of the resource competition model. The arrows denote the nutrient fluxes; black = N and P, blue = P, red = N. The non-N₂-fixer (Lemna) takes up N and P from the water, whereas the N₂-fixer (Azolla) takes up only P from the water and fulfills its N demand by N₂-fixation. When the plants die-off, their nutrient content partly ends up in the water through remineralization (α), and the remaining part (1-α) is lost to the sediment by burial.
3. N\textsubscript{2}-fixation and nutrient limitation

Figure S2. Schematic overview of the complex ecosystem model.

Figure S3. Predicted structure and nutrient limitation of a community of non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixer B and N\textsubscript{2}-fixer C, for different supply of N (\(n_{in}\)) and P (\(p_{in}\)), at zero remineralization (\(\alpha = 0\)). Left panel, competition outcome where ’&’ denotes coexistence. Middle panel, nutrient that limits the growth of the non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixer (Eq. 3.5). Right panel, underlying biomasses in gDW m\textsuperscript{-2} and nutrient limitation factors of the non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixer (Eqs. 3.7-3.8) along a gradient of N supply (\(p_{in} = 0.04\)). Both species were parametrized as Lemna sp. (Table 3.1).
**Figure S4.** Graphical isocline approach showing why *Lemna* (*L*) cannot be P-limited in presence of *Azolla* (*A*). The solid lines depict the zero net growth isoclines (ZNGI's) of both species. The ZNGI represents combinations of light intensity at the bottom of the plant (*I*\(_{out}\)) and concentrations of P (left panel) and N (right panel) in the water at which the net growth of a species is zero, so where its biomass is in equilibrium. The shape of the ZNGI follows from higher nutrient concentrations leading to higher equilibrium biomasses and therefore to more light attenuation and thus a lower *I*\(_{out}\). The ZNGI captures the competitive ability of a species. The species with the 'lowest' ZNGI is the best competitor because it can deplete the resources to a level too low for the other species to persist. The lowest levels at which *Azolla* and *Lemna* can deplete a resource are denoted by *N*\(*\) and *P*\(*\) for nutrients, and *I*\(_{out}\)* for light. Note that the *N*\(*\) does not apply to *Azolla* because *Azolla* does not rely on N in the water for its growth, as it can fix N\(_2\) from the atmosphere and therefore is a superior competitor for N. *Lemna*, on the other hand, is the best competitor for P and light, due to its lower values of *P*\(*\) and *I*\(_{out}\)*. As a result, *Lemna* can never be P-limited in presence of *Azolla*, as *Lemna* would then lower the availability of light and P to a level too low for *Azolla* to persist (left panel). Therefore, if *Azolla* is present, then *Lemna* is N-limited. For *Azolla* to be present, the P:N supply ratio needs to be high enough such that *Lemna* keeps the P concentration and light availability high enough for *Azolla* to persist. This is the case for the chosen resource supply in this figure, denoted by the resource supply point (black square; \(p_{in}=0.04\), \(I_{in}=200\), and \(n_{in}=0.15\)), indicating the maximum resource availability. The consumption vector (dashed line) shows how the resource availability is depleted till *Azolla’s* biomass reached equilibrium (black dot in left panel). Given the realized light availability (dashed horizontal line), *Lemna* depletes the N concentration to a level corresponding with its equilibrium (black dot in right panel).
Figure S5. Structure and nutrient limitation of a community of *Lemna* (*L*) and *Azolla* (*A*), as predicted by the resource competition model at zero mineralization (upper panels: $\alpha = 0$) and high mineralization (lower panels: $\alpha = 0.99$). Left panel, competition outcome. Middle panel, nutrient that limits the growth of *Lemna*. Right panel, underlying biomasses in gDW m$^{-2}$ and nutrient limitation factors of *Lemna* along a gradient of N supply ($p_{in} = 0.04$). See Table 3.1 for parameter values. Note that the nutrient limitation in the $n_{in}$-$p_{in}$ plane at zero remineralization (upper middle panel) is directed by the nutrient uptake and therefore follows (in absence of the N$_2$-fixer) the ratio of the non-N$_2$-fixer’s nutrient content ($c_{N,L} : c_{P,L} \approx 5$). On the other hand, at high mineralization rates, almost all nutrients are recycled, leading to almost no net uptake, making that nutrient limitation is reflected by the ratio of the N:P half-saturation concentrations ($M_{N,L} : M_{P,L} = 10$).
Figure S6. Structure and nutrient limitation of a community of *Lemna* (*L*) and *Azolla* (*A*), as predicted by the complex ecosystem model at zero mineralization (upper panels: $\alpha = 0$) and high mineralization (lower panels: $\alpha = 0.99$). Left panel, competition outcome where 'S' denotes submerged plants. Middle panel, nutrient that limits the growth of *Lemna*. Right panel, underlying biomasses in gDW m$^{-2}$ and nutrient limitation factors along a gradient of N supply ($p_{in} = 0.04$). See Table 3.1 for parameter values.
Chapter 4

How regime shifts in connected aquatic ecosystems are affected by the typical downstream increase of water flow


Abstract. All over the world freshwater ecosystems like ponds, ditches and lakes suffer from nutrient-driven regime shifts to dominance by algae or free-floating plants. Although freshwaters are often connected and part of a network, most of our current knowledge on regime shifts comes from studies of isolated ecosystems. The few studies that did assess the spatial manifestation of regime shifts overlooked the hydrological fact that the water flow through connected waters typically increases in downstream direction. Here, we use a complex ecosystem model to show that the downstream increase in the flow of water, carrying nutrients and biota, does, on its own, not lead to spatial differences in ecology. We support these findings with a simple, analytically tractable, nutrient retention model showing that all connected waterbodies have the same nutrient concentration despite the spatial gradient in water and nutrient flow. Therefore, each connected waterbody is equally vulnerable to a regime shift, implying a regime shift to be system-wide. It appeared that each connected waterbody behaves the same as an isolated waterbody, implying that the vast body of theory on isolated systems, like alternative-stable-states theory, can still be useful for connected systems. Although these findings are violated when there is heterogeneity in lateral runoff or waterbody characteristics – leading to spatial differences in vulne-
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rability – they show that common differences in hydrology not necessarily lead to differences in ecology, and thereby provide a basic concept to better understand the ecology of connected freshwaters.

4.1 Introduction

Due to eutrophication, many freshwater ecosystems in the world are subject to catastrophic regime shifts (Scheffer et al. 2001). Such shifts manifest themselves in different ways depending on the type of waterbody. Shallow lake ecosystems may switch from a clear-water macrophyte-dominated state to a turbid-water algae-dominated state, often characterized by toxic cyanobacterial blooms (Jeppesen et al. 1999). Drainage ditches and ponds may switch from a state dominated by submerged plants to a state dominated by free-floating plants such as duckweed, water fern or water hyacinth (Portielje and Roijackers 1995). These free-floating plants frequently cause dark anoxic underwater conditions severely constraining aquatic life and threatening biodiversity (Janes et al. 1996; Verdonschot and Verdonschot 2014).

Over the last decades, ecologists have put considerable effort in understanding and predicting regime shifts. These shifts are often explained from the perspective of alternative stable states (Scheffer et al. 2001). An ecosystem possesses alternative stable states when for the same external conditions the system can be in more than one stable state (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003). This is the case when the system contains positive feedback loops that are strong enough to self-enhance a certain ecosystem state, hampering a transition to a contrasting state (Scheffer et al. 1993). Such a transition can be triggered by changing external conditions, which push the ecosystem towards a threshold or ‘tipping point’ (Scheffer 1998).

In the case of eutrophication, the threshold level where a regime shift takes place is referred to as the critical nutrient loading (Janse 1997). The critical nutrient loading is not only relevant to systems that possess alternative stable states such as shallow lakes, but also applies to systems that are not likely to have alternative stable states but still can be subject to abrupt shifts, such as ditches (Van Gerven et al. 2015a). The critical nutrient loading of both ditches and shallow lakes was found to depend on system characteristics like water depth, sediment type and water flow (Janse et al. 2008; Van Liere et al. 2007). These characteristics are important because together with the nutrient loading they affect the nutrient concentration in the water and therewith the ecosystem state, as too high nutrient concentrations lead to the dominance
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of free-floating plants or algae (Janse 2005).

Yet, despite the growing insights on regime shifts, it remains largely unclear how regime shifts develop in real ecosystems. A likely reason is that the vast majority of studies on regime shifts, whether empirical or theoretical, have been performed on isolated systems (Ahearn et al. 2013), while it is evident that many natural aquatic ecosystems are in close contact with each other and therefore should be regarded as interdependent systems (Soranno et al. 2010). The few modelling studies that did consider spatial aspects of regime shifts focused mainly on the effects of connectivity through diffusion, and reported profound implications for the manifestation of regime shifts. For example, Bel et al. (2012) and van de Leemput et al. (2015) showed that a regime shift may not be as abrupt as often presumed, but may propagate gradually instead. They also show that diffusion-driven connected ecosystems tend to be in the same state: a local regime shift is either repaired or results in an ecosystem-wide shift. Furthermore, Van Nes and Scheffer (2005) highlight the importance of spatial heterogeneity in environmental characteristics, altering the transient dynamics and allowing for the co-occurrence of alternative stable states. However, these spatial studies did not consider the effects of connectivity through water flow, while aquatic ecosystems are generally part of a catchment, resulting in a hierarchical exchange between systems, from upstream to downstream. The only spatial study we know of that did consider the effect of water flow on regime shifts focused on a chain of lakes (Hilt et al. 2011). This study showed that flushing a chain of lakes leads to remarkably different equilibrium states from upstream to downstream, hampering the occurrence of a complete, system-wide shift.

So far, studies on regime shifts ignored that the water flow through connected aquatic ecosystems typically increases in downstream direction. This increase follows from hydrology. Each system receives water and nutrients by local seepage, precipitation, surface runoff or groundwater leaching (hereafter all together called lateral runoff), which is transported in downstream direction. This gives rise to an increase of water flow from upstream to downstream, in the sense that the most upstream waterbody receives only its own lateral runoff water whereas the most downstream waterbody receives also the accumulated runoff water from all upstream waterbodies. The downstream increase in water flow also leads to a downstream increase of nutrient loading, as the water carries nutrients and to a less extent also life forms. The implication of this spatial gradient in water flow and nutrient loading for the manifestation of regime shifts is yet to be understood.
4. Effect of increasing water flow on regime shifts

In this study we investigate whether the typical downstream increase of water flow in connected aquatic ecosystems affects the vulnerability to regime shifts. Is each system equally vulnerable to a regime shift or does the vulnerability depend on the system’s position in the chain or network? To answer this question we follow a stepwise approach with increasing complexity. First, we use a simple nutrient retention model to analyze for a chain of connected water bodies how the build-up of water flow and nutrient loading throughout the chain affects the nutrient concentration. Second, we investigate the consequences for ecology in the same chain of water bodies, by using the ecosystem model PCDitch, which can predict the regime shift from dominance by submerged plants to free-floating plant dominance (Janse 1998). Third, we investigate the vulnerability to regime shifts in a more complex spatial configuration, a network of ditches, by applying PCDitch coupled to a spatial explicit hydrodynamic model. In the end we discuss on the generality of the found results and their applicability to ponds and lakes. Besides, we validate the results with field observations and elaborate on the implications for the management of connected freshwaters.

4.2 Methods

Simple nutrient retention model on a chain of waterbodies

We used a simple nutrient retention model to describe how the increase of water and nutrient flow throughout a chain of homogeneous well-mixed water bodies affects the nutrient concentration (Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1). The model was adopted from Ahlgren (1980) and we modified it such that the nutrient retention no longer occurs outside the waterbody, but occurs in the waterbody itself, which is, in our view, more realistic.

Each waterbody in the chain has the same water volume $V$, the same nutrient retention processes with rates $r_0$ (zero-order process) and $r_1$ (first-order process), and the same external nutrient loading $L_r$ due to local runoff with discharge $Q_r$ and nutrient concentration $C_r$. The only aspect that differs is the flow of water between the waterbodies; the most upstream body receives no water from other waterbodies, whereas the most downstream body receives all accumulated runoff water. The accumulation of runoff water results in a downstream increase of water discharge $Q$ and total nutrient loading $L$, where the latter consists of the runoff loading $L_r$ and the upstream loading $L_u$ associated with the inflow from upstream.
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**Figure 4.1.** Overview of the simple nutrient retention model, predicting the nutrient concentration $C$ in a chain of homogeneous well-mixed waterbodies that each have nutrient retention $R$ and receive water and nutrients by lateral runoff ($= Q_r C_r$), leading to a downstream increase of water and nutrient flow. See Table 4.1 and Eq. 4.1 for symbols and definitions.

**Table 4.1.** Symbols of the simple nutrient retention model on a chain of waterbodies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_i$</td>
<td>Nutrient concentration of waterbody $i$</td>
<td>$g \text{ m}^{-3}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>Water volume</td>
<td>$m^3$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_r$</td>
<td>Discharge from lateral runoff</td>
<td>$m^3 \text{ d}^{-1}$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_r$</td>
<td>Nutrient concentration of lateral runoff water</td>
<td>$g \text{ m}^{-3}$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_0$</td>
<td>Zero-order nutrient retention rate</td>
<td>$g \text{ m}^{-3} \text{ d}^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_1$</td>
<td>First-order nutrient retention rate</td>
<td>$d^{-1}$</td>
<td>0 to 0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definitions:

$L_r$ Waterbody’s nutrient loading from lateral runoff $L_r = Q_r C_r$ $g \text{ d}^{-1}$

$L_{u,i}$ Upstream nutrient loading of waterbody $i$ $L_{u,i} = (i-1) Q_r C_{i-1}$ $g \text{ d}^{-1}$

$Q_i$ Total discharge of waterbody $i$ $Q_i = i Q_r$ $m^3 \text{ d}^{-1}$

$R_i$ Nutrient retention of waterbody $i$ $R_i = r_0 V + r_1 V C_i$ $g \text{ d}^{-1}$

The dynamics of the nutrient concentration $C$ of waterbody $i$ then read

$$ V \frac{dC_i}{dt} = Q_r C_r + (i - 1) Q_r C_{i-1} - i Q_r C_i - r_0 V - r_1 V C_i $$ (4.1)

and depend on the lateral runoff loading $L_r$ (first term at the right hand side), the upstream loading $L_{u,i}$ (second term), the nutrient outflow (third term) and the nutrient retention $R$ (fourth and fifth term). We determined the waterbodies’ final nutrient concentrations by deriving them analytically from Eq. 4.1 as well as by running the model till equilibrium, using the parameter values given by Table 4.1. The model was run in R (R Core Team 2013), using the deSolve Package (Soetaert et al. 2010).
Complex ecosystem model on a chain of ditches
We analyzed the same chain of homogenous waterbodies for its ecological state by using PCDitch, an ecosystem model for ditches (Janse 1998). Due to the importance of water plants for the ecological functioning of ditches, PCDitch has a strong focus on macrophytes. It simulates the competition of six different water plant groups and one group of algae for nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and light (Fig. 4.2). To do so, it keeps track of the cycling of N, P and oxygen in the water column and the sediment layer. The model calculates the resulting daily macrophyte abundance, given the imposed water temperature, light intensity, nutrient loading and water flow. As an emergent property, PCDitch can predict the regime shift from dominance of submerged vegetation (parametrized as *Elodea* spp.) to free-floating plants (parametrized as *Lemna* spp.) (Van Liere et al. 2007).

![Diagram of ecosystem model PCDitch](image)

**Figure 4.2.** Components and processes of the ecosystem model PCDitch, after Janse (1998).

To calculate the ecological state in the chain, we ran PCDitch (in R) sequentially from upstream to downstream by using the outflow of one ditch as the inflow for the next ditch. We ran PCDitch till seasonal equilibrium (model results that repeat themselves every year) was reached, which took about 20 years in the model. For the process parameters, water temperature and light intensity, we used the settings of the calibrated model (Janse 1998), resembling an 'average ditch' in the Netherlands. For the external input of
water and nutrients we assumed that each ditch in the chain had the same seasonal amount of lateral runoff, for which we took the average seasonal amount in Dutch polders (Fig. 4.3). We converted this amount from a loading per m\(^2\) runoff area (land) to a loading per m\(^2\) ditch by assuming a ratio of ditch to land area of 0.023 (Schultz 1992). We assigned each ditch a water depth of 0.5 m and an area of 100 m\(^2\), leading to a water volume of 50 m\(^3\), which equals the volume used in the simple nutrient retention model.

Figure 4.3. Average, maximum and minimum seasonal lateral runoff in 156 Dutch polders (see map) from 1990 to 2010, calculated with the STONE model (Wolf et al. 2005). The runoff nutrient loading \(L_r\) (upper panels), expressed per m\(^2\) runoff area, results from the runoff concentration \(C_r\) (middle panels) multiplied by the runoff discharge \(Q_r\) (lower panel).

**Complex ecosystem model on a network of ditches**
We used PCDitch also to analyze the vulnerability to regime shifts in a more complex spatial configuration: a network of ditches. We chose a network that resembles a typical ditch network in Dutch polder systems; a rectangular network in which parallel 1000m-long secondary ditches, with a distance
of 50m between them, cross 3 primary 850m-long ditches every 500m. The runoff water accumulates in the direction of the polder outlet, located at the end of one of the primary ditches, where it is pumped into the higher-situated nearby river. We assigned each ditch a water depth of 0.5 m and a width of 1 m. These dimensions are common for Dutch polder ditches (Schultz 1992).

We applied the 1-D hydrodynamic model SOBEK (Delft Hydraulics 1996) to calculate the water flow in the network. This water flow served as input to calculate the ecological state of each ditch with PCDitch. To establish this coupling of PCDitch with SOBEK, the equations of PCDitch were implemented in DELWAQ (Delft Hydraulics 1995), which took care of the information exchange between SOBEK and PCDitch, and calculated the resulting flow of substances (e.g. nutrients) in the network. To implement PCDitch in DELWAQ, we used a database approach to modelling (DATM) as presented by Mooij et al. (2014), which facilitates the implementation of a model in a new modelling environment (Van Gerven et al. 2015b). We verified that the coupling was successful by performing benchmark runs and found that numerical dispersion did not affect the PCDitch-SOBEK results, since decreasing the default calculation time step of 10 minutes did not alter the model results.

To calculate the ecological state of the network, we ran PCDitch-SOBEK till seasonal equilibrium was reached, which took about 50 years in the model. We assigned the same lateral runoff to each meter of ditch length, again using the average seasonal runoff in Dutch polders (Fig. 4.3). To simulate a regime shift from dominance of submerged plants (*Elodea* spp.) to free-floating plants (*Lemna* spp.), we reran PCDitch-SOBEK while increasing the external nutrient input, by raising the runoff nutrient concentration $C_r(t)$.

Finally, we repeated all calculations, but now with spatial variations in ditch characteristics and external nutrient input. The ditch characteristics were varied by doubling the width of the primary ditches, as these ditches are in general wider because they discharge more water. The width of the secondary ditches was kept the same. The lateral nutrient input was varied by randomly changing the nutrient concentration of lateral runoff $C_r(t)$ of each ditch within plus or minus 30% of its original value, mimicking the natural variations of lateral runoff in Dutch polders (Oenema et al. 2005).
4.3 Results

Nutrient concentrations in a chain of waterbodies
The simple nutrient retention model predicts for a chain of waterbodies that the typical downstream increase of water and nutrient flow does, on its own, not lead to different nutrient concentrations in the chain (Fig. 4.4). Instead, each waterbody eventually has the same nutrient concentration. This is a rather counterintuitive result, given the downstream increase in discharge and nutrient loading, and the associated spatial gradient in the average concentration of the incoming water (Fig. 4.4).

Figure 4.4. Results of the simple nutrient model for different nutrient retention rates $r_1$ (d$^{-1}$), showing that each waterbody in the chain has the same equilibrium nutrient concentration $C$ (g m$^{-3}$) despite a downstream increase of discharge $Q$ (m$^3$ d$^{-1}$) and total nutrient loading $L$ (g d$^{-1}$), as well as a downstream decrease of the average concentration of the incoming water $C_{in}$ (g m$^{-3}$).

This result can be understood by regarding the analytic solution of the equilibrium concentration $C^*$ of waterbody $i$, which can be derived from Eq. 4.1 (Appendix A):

$$C^*_i = \frac{Q_r C_r - r_0 V}{Q_r + r_1 V}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

Eq. 4.2 shows that the equilibrium concentration depends only on the waterbody’s local properties (the lateral input of water and nutrients ($Q_r$ and $C_r$), water volume ($V$) and nutrient retention rates ($r_0$ and $r_1$)), which are the same for each waterbody, explaining the uniform nutrient concentration in the chain. Apparently, the equilibrium concentration does not depend on water and nutrient fluxes from upstream, implying that each connected waterbody in fact behaves the same as an isolated waterbody that receives water and nutrients from lateral runoff only.
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**Figure 4.5.** Results of the complex ecosystem model for different days of the year, showing that each ditch in the chain has the same equilibrium state (lower panels) – indicated here by the nitrogen concentration $C$ (gN m$^{-3}$) and the plant dry weight (g m$^{-2}$) of waterweed (*Elodea*) and duckweed (*Lemna*) – despite spatial difference in the forcing variables (upper panels): discharge $Q$ (m$^3$ d$^{-1}$), total nitrogen loading $L$ (gN d$^{-1}$) and average concentration of the incoming water $C_{in}$ (gN m$^{-3}$).

**Ecological state in a chain of ditches**

The complex ecosystem model PCDitch predicts that the downstream increase of water and nutrient flow in the chain not only leads to the same nutrient concentration throughout the chain, but also to the same ecological state, as indicated by the uniform abundance of submerged plants (*Elodea* spp.) and floating plants (*Lemna* spp.) (Fig. 4.5). Note that this uniform ecological state changes over time due to seasonality of the imposed conditions (temperature, light intensity and runoff). For the used settings, the waterbodies in the chain are dominated by submerged plants, at the cost of floating plants.

**Ecological state and regime shifts in a network of ditches**

Even in a more complex spatial configuration, such as a network of ditches, the downstream increase of water and nutrient flow does not lead to spatial differences in the ecological state, as predicted by PCDitch coupled to the 1-D hydrodynamic model SOBEK. As a result, each waterbody in the network is equally vulnerable to a regime shift. Therefore, raising the nutrient loading by lateral runoff $L_r$ leads to a system-wide regime shift, as all ditches in the network switch from dominance of submerged to floating plants at the same time (Fig. 4.6A).
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**Figure 4.6.** Results of applying the complex ecosystem model to a network of ditches showing how the network-wide summer-averaged floating-plant cover (*Lemna*) (upper panels) depends on the yearly averaged N loading by lateral runoff $L_{r,N}$ (per m$^2$ runoff area), in the case of (A) homogeneous ditches with homogeneous lateral runoff, (B) heterogeneous ditches (wider primary ditches) and (C) heterogeneous lateral runoff (runoff concentration to a ditch is randomly varied within ±30%). The grey areas indicate the network-wide range of critical nutrient loadings. The lower panels show the network’s *Lemna* coverage for the runoff loadings indicated by the black squares.

However, the ditches do have a different vulnerability to a regime shift when accounting for spatial variations in ditch characteristics (wider primary ditches; Fig. 4.6B) or in nutrient loading by runoff (randomly varied runoff; Fig. 4.6C). Then, a regime shift is not system-wide anymore, as each ditch switches to floating-plant dominance at a different moment when raising the nutrient loading $L_r$ by lateral runoff. In addition, the vulnerability to a regime shift now depends on the position of the waterbody in the network. This is illustrated by the case of the widened primary ditches in which the vulnerability to floating-plant dominance not only changes for the widened ditches – it decreases because of a dilution effect – but also changes for the non-widened secondary ditches (Fig. 4.6B). Especially the non-widened ditches close to the polder outlet become less vulnerable, as they receive more water from the primary ditches and therefore become more diluted.
4.4 Discussion

Uniform regime shifts in connected freshwater ecosystems

Our analyses show that the typical downstream increase of water flow in connected waters does not automatically lead to differences in the vulnerability to a regime shift. Instead, we found that all systems in a chain or network are equally vulnerable to a regime shift, implying a regime shift to be system-wide. This is the case when looking solely at the effect of increasing water flow, in the sense that the characteristics of all waterbodies (such as water depth and sediment type) are the same and that the increase in water flow is gradual because each waterbody has the same lateral input of water and nutrients by runoff.

We used a simple nutrient retention model to better understand this equal vulnerability. This model describes the nutrient concentration in a chain of waterbodies, as the nutrient concentration is of great importance for the ecological state and thus for the chance on a regime shift. The model shows that the gradual downstream increase of water and nutrient flow leads to the same nutrient concentration throughout the chain. Apparently, the downstream decrease in the concentration of the incoming water $C_{in}$ (Fig. 4.4) is balanced by the smaller effect of nutrient retention in downstream direction due to the shorter water residence times, such that the final nutrient concentration is the same from upstream to downstream. The similar nutrient concentrations can also be explained by realizing that the concentration of a waterbody does not change when the waterbody is flushed with water from an upstream waterbody of the same concentration, as is the case in our configuration. This also explains why solving the model equations for equilibrium (Eq. 4.2) shows that each connected waterbody basically behaves the same as an isolated waterbody that receives no water and nutrients from upstream but only from lateral runoff.

Applicability of the found results to other ecosystems

Although in this study we focused on the vulnerability to regime shifts in connected ditches, we expect that our findings also apply to other connected ecosystems like chains or networks of ponds and lakes, also because our findings are explained by the simple nutrient retention model that applies to any waterbody. To be sure, we applied the shallow-lake ecosystem model PCLake (Janse et al. 2010) to a chain of lakes and found similar results (not shown here): also in a chain of lakes each waterbody can be in the same ecological
state and therefore has the same vulnerability to a regime shift, despite the downstream increase of water flow. It concerns a regime shift from a clear lake dominated by submerged vegetation to a turbid lake dominated by algae. Even the fact that these algae are transported by the water does not lead to spatial differences in the vulnerability to a regime shift. Furthermore, we checked that the lakes are also equally vulnerable to the backward shift from turbid to clear. Note that this shift occurs at a much lower external nutrient input by runoff because the lakes possess alternative stable states.

In fact, we expect that any dynamic process-based model that incorporates water, nutrients and biota can predict that the downstream increase of water flow in connected systems can lead to a uniform ecological state, provided that each waterbody has the same process rates, the same characteristics and the same local forcings (e.g. lateral input of water and nutrients, temperature, light). Even the size of the waterbodies may differ as long as the local process rates, characteristics and forcings are the same per m$^2$ of waterbody surface.

Validity of the found results
Our main result – that waterbodies in a connected system are equally vulnerable to a regime shift despite the downstream increase of water flow – only holds true when regarding the simplest conditions. When accounting for spatial heterogeneity in waterbody width or lateral nutrient input by runoff, we found that each connected waterbody gets a different vulnerability, which also depends on the position of the waterbody in the chain or network. We found similar results when we varied waterbody characteristics other than water width, such as water depth and sediment type. The same holds when spatially varying environmental conditions other than lateral nutrient input, such as light intensity or temperature.

Furthermore, differences in vulnerability also originate from ignoring lateral runoff. The runoff water then no longer accumulates in downstream direction, implying that the water flow does not increase anymore but remains constant. The model of Hilt et al. (2011) predicted that flushing a chain of lakes with such a constant water flow leads to profound spatial differences in ecosystem state. The upstream lakes appeared to be more vulnerable to a regime shift from a clear state to a turbid state than the downstream lakes. We expect that our models would predict a similar downstream improvement of the ecosystem state, as the nutrient concentration of the flushing water is likely to decrease in downstream direction due to nutrient retention. In contrast, lake chains often show an upstream improvement in ecosystem state.
state (Fisher et al. 2009; Hillbricht-Ilkowska 2002; Soranno et al. 1999). Hilt et al. (2011) therefore acknowledged that a more realistic prediction requires the consideration of lateral inputs of water and nutrients, as we did in this study.

**Comparison with field observations**

Based on our findings, one would expect that connected freshwaters located in a fairly homogeneous landscape (in terms of its waterbody characteristics as well as its land use and soil type enabling homogeneous runoff) have a similar ecosystem state. Indeed, field data on 9 North-American lake chains show a high synchrony in ecosystem state, especially for lakes with short water residence times (Soranno et al. 1999). On the other hand, other field studies on seemingly homogeneous landscapes show that ponds connected through overflows show distinct ecosystem states and even a co-occurrence of different states (Cottenie et al. 2003; Van Geest et al. 2003). However, such a co-occurrence of states may be temporal, like in the Dutch Lake Veluwe where the co-occurrence of a clear water with vegetation and turbid water with algae (Scheffer et al. 1994) turned out to be a transition phase of the whole lake to a clear-water state (van de Leemput et al. 2015). Furthermore, in line with our findings, field studies showed that environmental variability can lead to differences in ecosystem state. For example, landscape properties were found to be one of the main causes of the considerable differences in macrophyte vegetation in 50 connected boreal lakes (Mäkelä et al. 2004). In addition, we found that due to environmental variability the position of a waterbody in a chain or network becomes important. This is supported by a study on 71 lakes in Michigan USA, whose variation in ecosystem state could be largely explained by the position of the lake in the landscape (Martin and Soranno 2006). Furthermore, Carpenter and Lathrop (2014) point at the importance of inter-annual variation in runoff to explain variability in ecosystem state, and illustrated this for 4 lakes of the Yahara chain (Wisconsin, USA).

**Implications for management of connected freshwaters**

Globally much effort is put into the restoration of eutrophic aquatic ecosystems (Sondergaard et al. 2007). Nutrient reduction is generally considered to be the most effective restoration measure. Knowing the critical nutrient loading at which the system shows a swift recovery to a desired state provides managers with a clear target that can easily be communicated (Jaarsma et al. 2008). However, so far it is not clear yet how the concept of critical loading should be applied to connected systems.
Based on our results, the regime shift of connected waters in fairly homogeneous landscapes can already be predicted by regarding the nutrient loading from lateral runoff only. The other part of the nutrient loading, from upstream waterbodies, may be ignored, as we found that the connected waterbodies tend to behave the same as an isolated waterbody that receives no water and nutrients from upstream but only from lateral runoff. Therefore, the critical nutrient loading can already be estimated with a non-spatial ecosystem model. This approach does not apply to more heterogeneous landscapes. Then, each waterbody has a different vulnerability to a regime shift and also has a different critical nutrient loading. As the vulnerability now depends on the position of the waterbody in the chain or network, the nutrient loading from upstream can no longer be ignored. Therefore, the prediction of the critical nutrient loading becomes much more difficult and requires a spatial modeling approach in which ecology and hydrology are integrated.

**Conclusions**

In this study we regard connected aquatic ecosystems in their hydrological context, as part of a watershed. We show that the associated downstream increase of water flow, on its own, does not lead to spatial variations in ecology. As a result, all connected waterbodies are equally vulnerable to a regime shift, implying a regime shift to be system-wide. All connected waterbodies turned out to behave the same as an isolated waterbody, implying that the vast body of existing theory on isolated systems can still be of use for connected systems. Although these findings are violated when there is spatial heterogeneity in lateral runoff or waterbody characteristics – each connected waterbody then has a different vulnerability to a regime shift – they constitute a basic concept on how hydrology affects the ecology of connected freshwaters.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the equilibrium concentration in a chain of waterbodies

Here we derive the equilibrium nutrient concentration in the chain of waterbodies, following from the simple nutrient retention model (see Eq. 4.1). First, we deduce the equilibrium concentration of the first waterbody $C_1^*$ by solving for $dC_1/dt = 0$, which gives

$$
\frac{Q_r}{V}(Cr - C_1^*) - r_0 - r_1 C_1^* = 0 \Leftrightarrow C_1^* = \frac{Q_r Cr - r_0 V}{Q_r + r_1 V}.
$$

Similarly, $C_2^*$ can be derived:

$$
\frac{Q_r}{V}(Cr + C_1^* - 2Q_r C_2^*) - r_0 - r_1 C_2^* = 0 \Leftrightarrow C_2^* = \frac{Q_r Cr + Q_r C_1^* - r_0 V}{2Q_r + r_1 V}.
$$

Substituting $C_1^*$ (Eq. A.1) in the expression for $C_2^*$ (Eq. A.2), and simplifying the resulting expression (with Mathematica) leads to

$$
C_2^* = \frac{Q_r Cr - r_0 V}{Q_r + r_1 V}.
$$

Note that this final expression for $C_2^*$ equals the expression for $C_1^*$ (Eq. A.1). The same expression can be found for waterbodies further in the chain, again by deriving their equilibrium concentration $C_i^*$ and substituting the equilibrium concentration of the upstream waterbody $C_{i-1}^*$:

$$
C_i^* = \frac{Q_r Cr + (i-1)Q_r C_{i-1}^* - r_0 V}{iQ_r + r_1 V} = \frac{Q_r Cr - r_0 V}{Q_r + r_1 V}.
$$

Eq. A.4 shows that each waterbody in the chain has the same equilibrium concentration.
Chapter 5

Advantages of concurrent use of multiple software frameworks in water quality modelling using a database approach


*Abstract.* Water quality modelling deals with multidisciplinary questions ranging from fundamental to applied. Addressing this broad range of questions requires multiple analysis techniques and therefore multiple frameworks. Through the recently developed database approach to modelling (DATM), it has become possible to run a model in multiple software frameworks without much overhead. Here we apply DATM to the ecosystem model for ditches PCDitch and its twin model for shallow lakes PCLake. Using DATM, we run these models in six frameworks (ACSL, DELWAQ, DUFLOW, GRIND for MATLAB, OSIRIS and R), and report on the possible model analyses with tools provided by each framework. We conclude that the dynamic link between frameworks and models resulting from DATM has the following main advantages: it allows one to use the framework one is familiar with for most model analyses and eases switching between frameworks for complementary model analyses, including the switch between a 0-D and 1-D to 3-D setting. Moreover, the strength of each framework – including runtime performance – can now be easily exploited. We envision that a community-based further
development of the concept can contribute to the future development of water quality modelling, not only by addressing multidisciplinary questions but also by facilitating the exchange of models and process formulations within the community of water quality modellers.

5.1 Introduction

Water quality modelling often deals with multidisciplinary issues ranging from fundamental questions aiming at a more thorough understanding of theoretical principles to applied questions like the scenario-wise evaluation of potential measures for ecosystem management. This diversity in questions requires a multitude of model analysis techniques and therefore a multitude of software frameworks, as there is no single framework that captures all these techniques. Ideally, one would like to easily implement a model in a framework of choice and easily switch between existing frameworks to exploit the myriad of available analysis techniques.

The number of software frameworks that is available to implement water quality models is large and still increasing (Argent 2004). This makes it nearly impossible to have an overview of existing frameworks and their capabilities. As a result, experienced users stick to the framework they have invested in, instead of exploiting the rich array of choices that exists. At the same time, new users choose the framework they have easiest access to, and for which they can get support from experienced users in their direct vicinity.

Switching between frameworks currently takes considerable effort as models are often locked in a single framework, in that they are written in framework-specific code and can only be accessed through framework-specific user interfaces (David et al. 2013). This phenomenon is also referred to as framework invasiveness (Lloyd et al. 2011). This harbours the risk that framework familiarity tends to define which model to use, instead of the ecological question that needs to be answered (Argent 2004). The observed multitude of frameworks and their locked-in models leads us to conclude that the landscape of water quality modelling is highly fragmented. This fragmentation often leads to a ‘reinvention of the wheel’ and ‘tunnel-vision’ in water quality modelling, as there is no healthy cross-fertilization of ideas between models and frameworks (Mooij et al. 2010).

A database approach to modelling (DATM) was recently proposed to address this challenge (Mooij et al. 2014). In this approach, the knowledge incorporated in a model is stored in a database, independently of program
language and framework. In order to run the model in a certain framework, the information in the database is translated and augmented with language and framework specifics. This process is automated so that the model can easily be re-implemented in the framework after it has been modified in the database. Thus, with DATM it becomes easy to switch between multiple frameworks and exploit their joint multitude of model analysis techniques to address the multidisciplinary questions such as encountered in water quality modelling.

Here we apply DATM to analyse the ecosystem model for ditches PCDitch (Janse 1998) and its twin model for shallow lakes PCLake (Janse 1997) in six different software frameworks, including non-spatial and 1-D to 3-D implementations of the models. After determining the runtime of the models in the different frameworks, we analysed both models and report on the used framework tools for sensitivity analysis, calibration, validation, uncertainty analysis, bifurcation analysis and scenario analysis. We discuss the benefits and potential pitfalls of using DATM in water quality modelling with respect to exploiting the complementarity and redundancy among frameworks. Additionally, we discuss the possibilities it creates for model and framework review. Because DATM relies on mathematics, we conclude that it can effectively be used for a much wider range of models and frameworks than studied here, and may contribute to the future development of water quality modelling.

5.2 Methods

Framework-implementation of the models
We used DATM to implement PCDitch and PCLake in six different frameworks. In this process, the ordinary differential equations (ODE’s) of the models are translated into framework-specific code (Mooij et al. 2014). The complete implementation process – from building the translators to performing test runs – is described in detail in Appendix A.

Using DATM, ODE-based models – describing the change of a state variable in time – can also be implemented in a spatial setting. For example, we implemented PCDitch and PCLake in the frameworks DUFLOW and DELWAQ, which are suited for 1-D to 3-D water quality modelling (see next paragraph). Then the ODE’s are embedded in partial differential equations (PDE’s) describing the change of a state variable in time and space. Also lattice differential equations (LDE’s) can be used for spatial modelling, and are supported as well by DATM. PDE’s have a continuous spatial structure, whereas LDE’s are
discrete in space. This discretization causes additional dynamics compared to PDE’s (Chow et al. 1996). To avoid these effects of discretization, mostly PDE’s are used in spatial water quality modelling.

To illustrate how a model – consisting of processes described by ODE’s – can be embedded in LDE’s and PDE’s, consider an ODE describing how the change of substance $C$ with time depends on an inflow (with concentration $C_{in}$), an outflow and the model term $f_R(C, t)$ describing the model processes for substance $C$:

$$\frac{dC}{dt} = a(C_{in} - C) + f_R(C, t), \quad (5.1)$$

where $a$ is the dilution rate, which is the inverse of the water retention time. A spatial dimension can be added by regarding spatially connected compartments, which can be described by LDE’s. For a chain of compartments where compartment $i$ receives water from the upstream compartment $i-1$ this results in

$$\frac{dC_i}{dt} = a(C_{i-1} - C_i) + f_R(C_i, t) + d(C_{i-1} - 2C_i + C_{i+1}), \quad (5.2)$$

where dispersion of substances in space – with dispersion rate $d$ – comes into play. Note that each compartment is a perfectly-mixed discrete spatial unit. For a continuous spatial structure, the change of substance $C$ with time at a certain location can be described by a PDE:

$$\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot (\vec{u}C) + f_R(C, t) + D\nabla^2 C, \quad (5.3)$$

where the first term describes the transport of $C$ by flow (advection) related to flow velocity $\vec{u} = (u_x, u_y, u_z)$ and the third term describes the transport by dispersion, where $D$ is the dispersion coefficient.

In each case, DATM provides a framework independent description of the process terms $f_R(C, t)$ and merges these with the framework specific hydrodynamic terms in a format prescribed by the framework.

**Frameworks**

We used the frameworks ACSL, GRIND for MATLAB, OSIRIS and R (here all used for 0-D modelling), and DELWAQ and DUFLOW (used for 1-D to 3-D modelling). These frameworks were chosen for their capabilities but also for practical reasons, such as the availability of the framework and the experience of one or more of the authors with a given framework. We summarise technical details in Table 5.1, such as the programming language – which is
Table 5.1. Technical details of the frameworks used for water quality modelling with PCLake and PCDitch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Programming language</th>
<th>Language type</th>
<th>User-interface</th>
<th>Automatic equation sorting</th>
<th>Availability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACSL</td>
<td>ACSL</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>cl/GUI</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>paid license</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIND</td>
<td>MATLAB</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>cl/GUI</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSIRIS</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>cl/GUI</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>cl/GUI</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELWAQ</td>
<td>FORTRAN</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>cl/GUI</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUFLOW</td>
<td>DUPROL</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>free</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a c = compiled, i = interpreted, cl = command-line, GUI = Graphical User Interface, automatic sorting guarantees that variables are not used until they are assigned a value, 1 models can be compiled in C++ (MATLAB) or also in FORTRAN (R) and linked to MATLAB or R to increase runtime performance, 2 to enter the equations as Forrester diagrams (Forrester 1961), 3 GRIND runs in MATLAB which is not free of charge, 4 Microsoft Excel or Microsoft Access, 5 DUFLOW Program Language.

important for the runtime performance –, the user-interface and the licensing policy.

ACSL
The Advanced Continuous Simulation Language (ACSL) is among the first modelling frameworks used to simulate continuous systems of time-dependent nonlinear differential equations (Mitchell and Gauthier 1976). It is an equation-oriented language developed to represent mathematical models in an easily readable way. ACSL includes a MACRO capability to duplicate (sets of) states. In ecosystem modelling, this characteristic can be used to implement species within functional groups (for example see Janse 2005).

GRIND for MATLAB
GRIND for MATLAB (hereafter referred to as GRIND and based on the C program Great Integrator Differential equations (De Boer and Pagie 1983)) is a modelling framework used to analyse time-dependent differential equations and difference equations as well as matrix and vector models (http://www.sparcs-center.org/grind). GRIND is developed for theoretical ecology and features phase-plane and bifurcation analyses. It is mainly used to analyse simple models with a few equations, and for teaching purposes.

OSIRIS
The Object-oriented Simulation Framework for Individual-based Simulations (OSIRIS) is a modelling framework that was originally developed for the imple-
5. A database approach to modelling

A database approach to modelling event-driven spatially-explicit individual-based models (Mooij and Boersma 1996). It was extended, however, to implement models of differential equations. A particular feature of OSIRIS is that the input and output files are structured in a database. DATM can be seen as an extension of this design.

R

R is a programming language and environment developed for statistical computing and graphics (R Core Team 2013). It attracted the attention of the scientific community and has gained much popularity in recent years, as a result of its open licensing under the GNU General Public License and well documented package system (Fox 2009). This has promoted the community-based development of more than five thousand add-on packages. One of these packages, deSolve, allows for a simple implementation of dynamic models based on differential equations (Soetaert et al. 2010).

DELWAQ

DELWAQ (Delft Water Quality) is a water quality module embedded in the hydrodynamic framework Delft-3D or SOBEK (Delft Hydraulics 1995, Deltares 2013). It is used for 1-D, 2-D and 3-D water quality modelling in seas, estuaries, streams, ditches and lakes. Given externally calculated hydrodynamics, DELWAQ simulates the transport of substances and sediment in a user-defined spatial configuration. Built-in water quality processes can be switched on or off by the user. The user can install additional processes, thus allowing to link DELWAQ with models such as PCLake.

DUFLOW

The DUFLOW (Dutch Flow model) water quality modelling framework was originally developed for and used by Dutch Water Boards for simulating 1-D unsteady flow in streams and ditches (Clemmens et al. 1993, Spaans et al. 1989). Later, it was extended to simulate water quality in 1-D. Water quality models can be implemented in Duflow as a set of differential equations. The process equations are evaluated for each hydrological unit when simulating the transport of substances in a user-defined spatial configuration.
Models

PCDitch
PCDitch describes ditch ecosystems (Janse 1998). It covers six functional groups of macrophytes – essential for the ecological functioning of ditches (Portielje and Roijackers 1995) – and one group of algae (Fig. 5.1). These groups compete for nutrients and light, each with a different competition strategy as defined by their growth form. PCDitch describes the cycling of dry weight and nutrients (N and P) for all model compartments, in both the upper sediment layer and the water column. PCDitch is mainly used to study the critical nutrient loading at which ditches become dominated by free-floating plants instead of submerged plants (van Liere et al. 2007). This critical loading is relevant for management because dense mats of free-floating plants form a threat to biodiversity (Scheffer et al. 2003).

PCLake
PCLake describes shallow lake ecosystems (Janse 1997). It is a food web model that covers the interaction between different trophic levels (fish, zooplankton and primary producers) within an ecosystem context. Similarly to PCDitch, it includes the water column and the upper sediment layer and describes the cycling of dry weight and nutrients (N and P) over the different model components (Fig. 5.1). PCLake is primarily used to define critical nutrient loadings at which a vegetation-dominated clear-state turns into a phytoplankton-dominated turbid-state or vice versa. Critical transitions to and from a turbid state often occur at different nutrient loadings, implying alternative stable states. PCLake has proved successful in answering both fundamental and applied questions and therefore bridges the gap between these two (Mooij et al. 2010).

5.3 Results

Runtime performance
Before analysing the models in the different frameworks, we first determined the runtime of the models per framework-implementation. Not surprisingly, the runtime differed considerably between frameworks (Table 5.2). The runtime of a 50-year PCDitch and PCLake run (default settings) was of the order of seconds using OSIRIS and ACSL, of the order of minutes using DUFLOW and DELWAQ and of the order of hours using GRIND and R. The latter frameworks
Figure 5.1. Model structure of PCLake (upper figure) and PCDitch (lower figure), modified from Janse (1997) and Janse (1998).

use interpreted languages, which explains the long runtimes. However, in both GRIND and R, the models could be compiled using C++ and then called from the framework. This reduced the runtime considerably – up to 5000 times – leading to runtimes similar to OSIRIS and ACSL. The longer runtimes of the spatially explicit frameworks DUFLOW and DELWAQ were, expectedly, due to the fact that they solved PDE’s instead of ODE’s and used integrators
with a fixed time step, whereas the other frameworks used integrators with a variable time step (see Table A.1 in Appendix A).

**Table 5.2.** Runtime (min:sec) of a 50-year run of PCDitch and PCLake in different frameworks while producing daily output for all state variables. We used the preferred integrators (Table A.1) with default settings on absolute and relative tolerance. The integrators had a variable time step, except those of DELWAQ and DUFLOW whose fixed time step was set to 10 minutes. The calculations were performed on a standard desktop PC with Intel Core i5-2500 @ 3.30 GHz processor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ACML</th>
<th>GRIND</th>
<th>OSIRIS</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>DELWAQ</th>
<th>DUFLOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCLake</td>
<td>0:03</td>
<td>0:02 (^1) / 30:32</td>
<td>0:06</td>
<td>0:03 (^1) / 284:25</td>
<td>9:04 (2) / 10:29 (3)</td>
<td>16:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCDitch</td>
<td>0:19</td>
<td>0:16 (^1) / 186:36</td>
<td>0:37</td>
<td>0:02 (^1) / 179:25</td>
<td>7:37 (^2)</td>
<td>6:23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{1}\) model code was compiled in C++ and then called from the framework

\(^{2}\) model was run in 1-D environment with hydrodynamics calculated by SOBEK

\(^{3}\) model was run in 3-D environment with hydrodynamics calculated by Delft-3D

**Analysis**

The multi-framework implementation of PCLake and PCDitch allowed us to have a great amount of choice and versatility in the methodologies for analysis, fully validating the purpose of DATM. We carried out sensitivity analyses, calibration/ validation/ uncertainty analyses and bifurcation analyses using built-in tools (GRIND and OSIRIS) and by writing our own scripts (ACSL and R). Furthermore, we used DELWAQ and DUFLOW for spatial scenario analyses. Table 5.3 gives an overview of the published and unpublished analyses on PCLake and PCDitch that we are aware of, classified per analysis and framework. Note that the analyses that date back to before 2012 were not carried out with DATM-implementations of the models, but resulted from non-automated framework-to-framework translation of the models. We report on these pre-DATM analyses, as they illustrate the tools provided by the different frameworks for model analysis. They also illustrate the need to run a model in multiple frameworks to address multidisciplinary questions. This aspect, together with the realization of how much effort it took to translate a model from one framework to another, led, in fact, to the development of DATM. In addition to reporting on the published and unpublished analyses (Table 5.3) – where the figures show only analyses resulting from DATM-implementations – we point to powerful framework tools that come within reach through using DATM.
Table 5.3. Overview of the published and unpublished analyses on PCDitch (in bold) and PCLake, classified per analysis and framework. X = already performed, where studies that used the DATM-approach are underlined, x = potentially to be performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>ACSL</th>
<th>GRIND</th>
<th>OSIRIS</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>DELWAQ</th>
<th>DUFLOW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity analysis</td>
<td>X(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>X(^3)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>X(^1\rightarrow4\rightarrow5)</td>
<td>X(^6)</td>
<td>X(^3\rightarrow7)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>X(^8)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>X(^2)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty analysis</td>
<td>X(^1\rightarrow5)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>X(^3\rightarrow9)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bifurcation analysis</td>
<td>X(^10\rightarrow13\rightarrow14)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>X(^9)</td>
<td>X(^15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario analysis 0-D</td>
<td>X(^13\rightarrow14\rightarrow16\rightarrow21\rightarrow22\rightarrow23)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>X(^24\rightarrow27)</td>
<td>X(^28)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario analysis 1-D to 3-D</td>
<td>x(^29)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x(^30\rightarrow31)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Janse et al. (2010), 2 see Fig. 5.2, 3 Nielsen et al. (2014), 4 Janse (1998), 5 Aldenberg et al. (1995), 6 Elzinga (2013), 7 Trolle et al. (2014) (see Fig. 5.3), 8 van Puijenbroek et al. (2004), 9 Lischke et al. (2014) (see Fig. 5.4), 10 Janse et al. (2008), 11 Mooij et al. (2009), 12 Janse (1997), 13 Janse et al. (1998), 14 van Lierie et al. (2007), 15 unpublished results, 16 Mooij et al. (2007), 17 Janse et al. (2001), 18 Witteveen + Bos (2008a), 19 Witteveen + Bos (2008b), 20 Witteveen + Bos (2009), 21 Witteveen + Bos (2010a), 22 Witteveen + Bos (2010b), 23 Janse and van Puijenbroek (1998), 24 Sollie et al. (2008), 25 Witteveen + Bos (2013a), 26 Witteveen + Bos (2013b), 27 Witteveen + Bos (2013c), 28 Broers (2012), 29 see Fig. 5.6, 30 van Lierie et al. (2002), 31 see Fig. 5.5.

Sensitivity analysis
A sensitivity analysis quantifies how changes in the model input (i.e., parameters, initial states or external inputs) affect the model outcome (Klepper 1997). We used sensitivity analyses to identify the most sensitive parameters. This gives insight into model behaviour and can be used to select parameters for calibration.

With PCLake, ACSL with SIMLAB (EC-JRC-ISIS 2002) was used to carry out a stepwise sensitivity analysis (Janse et al. 2010) by (1) screening the parameters to select a subset of most sensitive ones using the Morris method (Morris 1991) and (2) performing a global sensitivity analysis on this subset using the FAST (‘Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test’) method (Saltelli et al. 2008). With PCDitch, we used GRIND to calculate sensitivity indices for the parameters by Monte Carlo sampling followed by a regression. This information was used to cluster parameters with a similar or opposite effect on the model outcome (Fig. 5.2), showing that the parameters of a certain functional group of water plants in PCDitch are closely linked. ACSL, GRIND and OSIRIS offer basic One-At-a-Time (OAT) sensitivity analysis tools (Saltelli et al. 2008). These tools were not used, because they are less suited for non-linear models like PCDitch and PCLake than the tools described above.
5.3 Results

Figure 5.2. Example of a sensitivity analysis for PCDitch performed with GRIND (based on Klepper 1989). This dendrogram shows clusters of the most sensitive model parameters with a similar or opposite effect on the model results (biomass of all water plants at several times during the run). The ‘sine distance’ is used as a similarity measure of the parameters. The value of the sensitivity index before each parameter is the length of the vector of the sensitivity coefficients which is a measure of the total strength of the effect of the parameter. For more details see Klepper (1989) and van Nes et al. (2002).

R offers a variety of sensitivity tools. For example the Flexible Modelling Environment (FME) package (Soetaert and Petzoldt 2010) contains functions for global and local sensitivity analyses. FME can also evaluate the identifiability of parameter sets, which is useful for over-parameterized models like PCLake and PCDitch (Mieleitner and Reichert 2006). Non-identifiability occurs commonly in PCLake and PCDitch, as a change in one parameter can often be compensated by changing other parameters (Janse et al. 2010).

Calibration
Calibration aims at improving the fit between a model and measured data. Various optimization techniques exist that randomly or actively search parameter space for the best fit. The fit is usually measured through the root
mean squared error (RMSE) or mean relative error (MRE) (e.g. Trolle et al. 2014). Calibration can also be regarded as a way to find reasonable values for poorly defined or unmeasurable parameters (inverse modelling), a situation that is common for most environmental models (van Oevelen et al. 2010).

Using ACSL with SIMLAB, PCDitch was calibrated against experimental ditches by Simulated Annealing (van Laarhoven and Aarts 1987) and PCLake was calibrated – using a Bayesian procedure – on 43 mainly Dutch shallow lakes, aiming at a compromise fit rather than calibration on a specific lake (Janse et al. 2010), where the state of the lake (turbid or clear) was predicted well for 91% of the lakes. The outcome of the multi-lake calibration can be used as a starting point for the optimization of parameters for a specific lake. For example, the OSIRIS implementation was used to calibrate PCLake against two Danish shallow lakes: Lake Arreskov (Nielsen et al. 2014) and Lake Engelsholm (Fig. 5.3) for which a reasonable fit was obtained between measured and simulated algae biomass from 1999 until 2001. In the latter study an ensemble of parameters combinations and ranges was used that would allow the simulated output time series to encompass all or most of the observations. In another study, PCLake was calibrated against the Dutch large shallow lake Markermeer (Elzinga 2013) by using GRIND for local optimization (simplex method: Press et al. 2009) and global optimization (shuffled complex evolution (SCE-UA) method).

R also offers a variety of calibration tools (see http://cran.r-project.org/web/views/Optimization.html).

![Figure 5.3. Example of calibration (years 1999-2000) and validation (year 2001) of PCLake performed with OSIRIS for Lake Engelsholm, a shallow eutrophic lake in Denmark (figure was modified from Trolle et al. 2014).]
5.3 Results

Validation

There are many different definitions for model validation. Here, we refer to it as ‘testing whether a model is acceptable for its intended use’ (Refsgaard and Henriksen 2004). This is often done by confronting a model with measured data of systems that were not used for model calibration. In general, validation involves computing the goodness of fit between simulated and measured data and analysing whether the residuals are random or systematic.

Using ACSL, PCLake was validated against data for 34 Dutch shallow lakes (van Puijenbroek et al. 2004) and on 9 lakes that were not used for the Bayesian calibration procedure referred to above (Janse et al. 2010), using MRE as the fit criterion.

GRIND and OSIRIS provide basic R² validation tools and R offers more specific validation tools, such as in the packages FME and qualV (Jachner et al. 2007).

Uncertainty analysis

Uncertainty analysis measures the reliability of model output given uncertainties in model input, initial values and model structure (O’Neill and Gardner 1979).

The Bayesian procedure already applied for calibration (Janse et al. 2010) served to quantify uncertainties in the critical nutrient loading computed by PCLake in ACSL. Uncertainty ranges were computed from posterior parameter distributions; i.e. prior parameter distributions that were narrowed down by validating modelled output against observation data. The OSIRIS implementation was used to evaluate uncertainty of PCLake output, based on 900 simulations with randomly sampled values from a uniform distribution for the most sensitive parameters, sampled within a range of -20% to +20% of their default value (Nielsen et al. 2014). The same OSIRIS implementation was used for a simple structural uncertainty analysis, as OSIRIS can be directed from a database environment which allows for comparing different versions of the model code, facilitating structural uncertainty analysis. OSIRIS was used to change the structure of PCLake by adding organic matter in three different ways (Lischke et al. 2014). This addition affected the hysteresis curve – which indicates at which nutrient loadings the lake switches from a clear to turbid state and vice versa – such that organic matter input increases the chance for a lake to become or stay turbid (Fig. 5.4).

GRIND and R also include tools for uncertainty analysis. In GRIND the Monte Carlo sampling method used for sensitivity analysis can also be used for a
classical uncertainty analysis where the effects of prior distributions of parameters on the model outcomes can be evaluated (van Nes and Scheffer 2003). R provides a variety of tools related to model input uncertainty (see http://cran.r-project.org/web/views/Bayesian.html) and some packages facilitate structural uncertainty analysis (for example simecol (Petzoldt and Rinke 2007)).

**Bifurcation analysis**

Bifurcation analysis is used to reveal qualitative changes in long-term (asymptotic) model behaviour due to changes in parameters (e.g., mortality rates) or external forcings (e.g., nutrient loading). It can be used to determine the shape of the ecological stability landscape (Scheffer et al. 2001). The potential of this technique to analyse complex simulation models is easily overlooked.

We carried out bifurcation analyses in R to find critical nutrient loadings for PCLake (not shown here), leading to a hysteresis curve like in Fig. 5.4.

![Bifurcation analysis](image)

**Figure 5.4.** Example of a bifurcation analysis combined with a structural uncertainty analysis of PCLake in OSIRIS (figure copied from Lischke et al. 2014). It shows the bifurcation points of an average temperate shallow lake – the critical external phosphorus loadings at which the lake switches from a clear state to a turbid state and vice versa – for different model structures, so whether allochtonous terrestrial particulate organic matter (t-POM) is taken into account or not. The turbidity is represented by the average chlorophyll-a concentration in the last year of a 30 year run and the t-POM input (only in autumn) equals 8 g DW m$^{-2}$ day$^{-1}$ to mimic leaf fall.
For PCDitch, ACSL was used for this purpose (van Liere et al. 2007), where no hysteresis was found because the critical nutrient loading towards and from duckweed dominance was the same. These bifurcation analyses can be combined with scenario evaluation. For example, Janse et al. (2008) studied the importance of basic system characteristics (e.g. depth, fetch, sediment type) in PCLake using ACSL. Others focused on the effects of global warming (Mooij et al. 2009, Mooij et al. 2007) using OSIRIS.

OSIRIS provides a simple bifurcation tool that calculates the effect of a stepwise varied parameter on a response variable. This tool is extensively used in teaching. We wrote scripts with a similar procedure for ACSL and R. GRIND features the automated ‘paranal’ routine for this approach. For more powerful bifurcation analyses, a switch to specialized frameworks, such as AUTO (Doedel and Oldeman 2009) or MATCONT (Dhooge et al. 2003), would be preferred. These frameworks are mainly used to analyse minimal dynamic models, consisting of only a few equations models (e.g. Kooi 2003), but could also be used for more complex models.

**Scenario analysis**

With a calibrated and validated model, scenario analyses can be carried out to evaluate potential future scenarios and the effectiveness of measures for ecosystem management.

The effect of nutrient loading on transient dynamics of floating and submerged plants were explored with PCDitch in ACSL (Janse and van Puijpenbroek 1998). Using the same implementation, the effect of sediment type,

![Figure 5.5. Example of a 1-D scenario analysis for PCDitch performed with DUFLOW. It shows the duckweed biomass on a summer day in a spatial network of ditches for a reference year (left) and a 3°C warmer year (right).](image-url)
flow rate and water depth on the critical nutrient loading was studied (van Liere et al. 2007). With PCLake in ACSL, the impact on the critical nutrient loading of herbivory by birds and fish (Janse et al. 1998), of global warming (Mooij et al. 2007) and of the size of surrounding marsh zone (Janse et al. 2001). The nutrient removal capacity of the marsh zone, leading to lower in-lake nutrient concentrations, was assessed with PCLake in OSIRIS (Sollie et al. 2008). We performed 1-D scenario tests with PCDitch in DUFLOW by looking at the effect of global warming on duckweed abundance in a spatial network of ditches (Fig. 5.5), showing that duckweed benefits from higher temperatures at the cost of submerged water plants. With PCLake in DELWAQ we performed a 3-D scenario analysis in the large shallow Chinese lake Taihu (Fig. 5.6) showing that the occurrence of summer algal blooms depends on the history of the lake, such as whether the lake was initially clear or turbid.

GRIND and R (using package deSolve) offer the possibility to define events, by making sudden changes in the values of state variables. This can be used to mimic discrete events in ecosystem management such as the removal of fish.

![Image of initial clear state and initial turbid state](image.png)

**Figure 5.6.** Example of a 3-D scenario analysis with PCLake in DELWAQ. It shows preliminary results of summer algal blooms in the large shallow Chinese lake Taihu, when starting from a clear water state (left) and a turbid state (right).

### 5.4 Discussion

Water quality modelling deals with multidisciplinary questions ranging from fundamental to applied. This diversity in questions requires a multitude of analysis techniques and therefore a multitude of frameworks to run a model in.
Here we applied a database approach to modelling (DATM) for this purpose, which facilitates the implementation of a model in a framework and makes it easy to switch between frameworks to make use of the myriad of analysis tools offered by the frameworks. We would like to stress that we advocate the idea behind DATM rather than the specific implementation that we created. This idea is to put the process formulations of water quality models (terms $f_R(C, t)$ in Eq. 5.1-5.3) in a framework independent database and write translators to merge these process formulations with framework specific features such as spatial discretization and hydrodynamical process formulations. We are aware that many modelling packages contain a framework dependent library of process routines (e.g. DELWAQ, DUFLOW, etc.). From here it is only a small step to DATM. We see the technical simplicity of DATM as a strength and would welcome alternative implementations of the idea.

In this study we implemented PCDitch and PCLake in six different frameworks which revealed two clear benefits of DATM: 1) the possibility to use the framework one is familiar with for many analyses, and 2) the possibility to switch easily to other frameworks to exploit additional tools. This includes the switch between a 0-D and 1-D to 3-D implementation of the model. The first benefit arises from the redundancy in analysis tools amongst frameworks, while the second benefit stems from their complementarity. A surprising side effect of our efforts was that it ignited a healthy competition among the developers of some of the frameworks (in particular, GRIND and OSIRIS) to include missing tools in their framework after being convinced of their usefulness in other frameworks. The field of water quality modelling can undoubtedly benefit from such cross-fertilization of ideas.

The comparison of model runtimes in the different frameworks revealed huge differences. It showed the amount by which a model runs faster – up to 5000 times – in a framework that uses a compiled programming language instead of an interpreted language. This gain in runtime will especially pay off for large models when performing multiple model runs for example for a sensitivity or bifurcation analysis. Fortunately, some frameworks like R and GRIND which are based on interpreted languages offer the possibility to compile the model code to increase runtime performance. Furthermore, there is an obvious computational cost to implement a model in a spatial setting, increasing the runtime up to 100 times or more (dependent on the spatial configuration) compared to a 0-D setting. When applying models spatially, it is therefore recommendable to first explore the model behaviour in a 0-D setting.
Increasing redundancy among frameworks may lead to a point where one can ask what the added value is of using an approach like DATM over using encompassing frameworks such as the Delta Shell (Donchyts and Jagers 2010) or FABM (Trolle et al. 2012), which are both currently under construction. Indeed, an implicit motivation of many framework developers seems to be to make other frameworks superfluous. We note, however, that many of the frameworks from the early days of ecological simulation in the 1970s are still maintained even though many new frameworks have become available since then (Argent 2004). Based on this observation, we can reasonably expect that fragmentation of the field of water quality modelling, when it comes to framework use, is there to stay and can only be overcome by a DATM-like approach that operates at a different level.

While implementing PCDitch and PCLake in the six frameworks and discussing our results with experts in the field, we were pointed to a number of other frameworks for which DATM translators will be useful, either because of their additional tools, or simply because they are extensively used. Among these frameworks are AUTO (Doedel and Oldeman 2009), FABM (Trolle et al. 2012), FST (van Kraalingen et al. 2003), MATCONT (Dhooge et al. 2003), Mathematica (Wolfram 1999), Python (van Rossum and Drake 2001), Simecol (Petzoldt and Rinke 2007), SIMILE (Muetzelfeldt and Massheder 2003), SMART (Grant and Lai 1998) and Stella (Richmond and Peterson 1985).

In addition to the findings of this study, a database approach like DATM may facilitate the inspection and review of the assumptions underlying model code (Mooij et al. 2014). It offers a transparent way to inspect and review a model through standard database queries that can select the groups of states, parameters or equations to be studied in detail. This is especially rewarding for large models like PCDitch and PCLake, as demonstrated by our collaborative projects and student courses. Framework review, which, like model review, is often lacking in the scientific review process, can also be greatly enhanced with a database approach, by checking that a model gives the same results when implemented in another framework (Joppa et al. 2013). Furthermore, an approach like DATM provides a framework-independent way to store a given model version and a common ground for multiple users to work on a given version, even if these users prefer different frameworks for model analysis. This helps to maintain coherence in model development and promotes community-based model development.

In this study, we reported on our findings with applying DATM in the field of water quality modelling with fairly complex models. Our results are
directly applicable, however, to other process models that are based on ODE’s, whether simple or complex. These models can then be implemented by DATM in a 0-D setting or a spatial setting (PDE’s). There are nonetheless some limitations. For instance, physiologically structured models of animal populations – that are defined in terms of PDE’s with age, size, energy reserves and/or ontogenetic development as one of the integration variables (de Roos and Persson 2012) – cannot yet be implemented in the current definition of DATM, just like discrete time models, and the structured versions thereof, such as population matrix models (Caswell 1989). We see it as a future challenge to implement these types of models in DATM. The potential of DATM to easily combine models and frameworks does not imply that tools that were developed for the analysis of the simpler models will always work for more complex models. For instance, the sophisticated bifurcation tools that continue (un)stable equilibria along one or two parameter axes do not apply to seasonally forced models like PCDitch and PCLake, but only work for models with a constant forcing leading to stable steady states or periodic solutions like limit cycles.

We conclude that a database approach to modelling can be useful to address multidisciplinary questions in water quality modelling, as it makes the multitude of analysis techniques provided by different frameworks easily accessible. Thereby, it allows one to fully exploit the strength of each framework. We envision that a community-based further development of the concept can contribute to the future development of water quality modelling by facilitating the exchange of models and process formulations within the community of water quality modellers.
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Appendix A: Implementing PCDitch and PCLake in the frameworks by using DATM

Step 1: Building the DATM translator
Framework-specific DATM translators turn essential model information – stored in the database – into an operational implementation of the model in the framework of choice. Essential model information includes the model equations and the information needed to run the model such as initial values for the state variables, parameter values, boundary conditions and runtime options (Mooij et al. 2014). We used Microsoft Excel to store, view and edit DATM information on PCDitch and PCLake and wrote the translators in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA).

The translators to GRIND and R were easiest to develop, typically taking a day, as they only dealt with translating the essential model information into the right syntax of the framework language. These two translators produced ‘clean’ and readable code with no overhead such as declaration statements and integration calls. These extra statements were needed by compiled language frameworks ACSL, OSIRIS, DUFLOW and DELWAQ. Translators for the spatially explicit frameworks DUFLOW and DELWAQ were most time-consuming to write, typically taking a week. First, those parts of the model that handle the built-in flow of water and substances (see first term in Eq. 5.1) needed to be excluded, as flow is managed by the frameworks themselves. Thereafter, the model had to be linked to the hydrodynamic variables covered by the framework. Finally, model state variables that are subjected to flow (e.g. free-floating plants) had to be declared as such in the frameworks. The translators gathered this information from extra fields in the model database.

While developing the translators we experienced difficulties in translating ‘dynamic parameters’, i.e. parameters that are modified by the model as the simulation proceeds. For example, PCDitch and PCLake store year-to-year variations in phenological parameters that indicate the start of the growing season as such dynamic parameters. For the frameworks ACSL, DUFLOW, OSIRIS and R storing dynamic information as parameters is no problem. In GRIND and DELWAQ, however, we had to use framework-specific constructs to implement dynamic parameters.

Step 2: Debugging the generated code and checking it at t=0
All frameworks easily picked up syntax errors with the debuggers incorporated in their compilers or interpreters. This held particularly for integrated
development environments, such as the free C++ environment Code::Blocks (http://www.codeblocks.org/) which we used for compiling the OSIRIS code.

After syntax errors were resolved, we proceeded with checking for initial errors, i.e. errors in the calculation of all identifiers in the model (parameters, initial states, auxiliary variables and derivatives) at t=0, before numerical integration has started. The initial errors that we encountered included missing pairs of parentheses that resulted in an incorrect evaluation of the equations. Debuggers cannot detect such errors in equation logic. We therefore checked the calculated values against known correct output, in our case of the ACSL implementation of the models. Checking for initial errors proved to be a powerful tool. Indeed, at t=0, errors in model equations are not yet propagated and the variables for which values do not match are direct clues to erroneous equations.

Step 3: Choosing the integrator and setting up the simulation
To run the model, the ordinary differential equations (ODE’s) of PCLake and PCDitch had to be solved by numerical integration. The choice for an integrator and its step-size are important, as it influences the accuracy of results and model runtime performance. The various frameworks offer a list of different integrators to choose from (Table A.1). Highlighted in Table A.1 are the integrators that showed the best performances running PCDitch and PCLake in terms of accuracy and runtime in ACSL, GRIND, OSIRIS and R. In general, implicit integrators were more suited than explicit integrators, as PCLake and PCDitch contain stiff equations. Integrators that use a variable time step performed better in terms of runtime (up to an order of magnitude) than the ones that use a fixed time step while maintaining a good accuracy.

Model equations are solved differently in the spatially explicit frameworks (DUFLOW and DELWAQ). Here, the ODE’s of PCLake and PCDitch are embedded as an extra term in the advection-dispersion equations (see the second term in Eq. 5.3). These are partial differential equations (PDE’s) in time and space that describe the transport of substances, given previously calculated hydrodynamics (flow velocities). To solve these PDE’s, DELWAQ has fourteen numerical integration methods to choose from, all with a fixed time step but varying implicitness. DUFLOW has one method of which the fixed time step and the implicitness of the time-integration can be set. For PCDitch, problems with negative state values were avoided by selecting a more implicit time-integration and a smaller time step, at the cost of a longer runtime. Note that in both DUFLOW and DELWAQ, the embedded PCLake or PCDitch term
in the advection-dispersion equations (term 2 in Eq. 5.3) is always evaluated explicitly.

To set up the simulation, some frameworks required additional information next to the framework-specific model code and integrator. DUFlow and DELWAQ required information on spatial configuration and associated boundary conditions to be defined in the user-interface. Furthermore, all frameworks required forcing functions to represent variable input (e.g. that of temperature and nutrient loading). For some frameworks (DUFlow and DELWAQ), simulation options such as runtime and integration options, could only be defined in the user-interface and not passed to the framework by the DATM translators.

**Table A.1.** Available solvers per framework. The solvers of ACSL, OSIRIS, R and GRIND apply to ODE’s, whereas the solvers of DELWAQ and DUFlow deal with PDE’s. In bold are the solvers that we preferred based on their performance in terms of numerical error and runtime.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Solvers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACSL¹</td>
<td>Euler, rk2, rk4, rk2f, rk5f, Adams-Moulton, bdf (Gear’s method)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIND</td>
<td>Euler², rk4², ode45², ode23, ode113, ode15s, ode23s, ode23t, ode23tb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSIRIS</td>
<td>Euler, rk4, rk45ck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R³</td>
<td>Euler, rk2, rk4, rk23, rk23bs, rk34f, rk45f, rk45ck, rk45e, rk45dp6, rk45dp7, rk78dp, rk78f, ode23, ode45, lsoda, lsode, lsodes, lsodar, vode, daspk, radau, bdf, bdf_d, Adams, impAdams, impAdams_d, iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUFlow⁵</td>
<td>implicit scheme with direct solver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Step 4: Dynamic test runs**

As is common in dynamic test runs, we experienced runtime errors varying from small deviations from known correct output, to negative values of state variables, or even an early termination of the model run due to a division by zero. However, a proper check against initial errors (see step 2) usually
prevented most runtime errors. Model implementation in hydrodynamic frameworks (e.g. DELWAQ) produced an extra type of runtime error related to incorrect communication between model and framework on hydrodynamics and boundary conditions. We identified and corrected these errors by comparing the water and nutrient balance for a single-cell model implementation in DELWAQ with a 0-D control model. In our case this was the OSIRIS-implementation of the models.

Once runtime errors were solved, dynamic test runs allowed testing framework performance, in terms of accuracy and runtime. Besides the inevitable small deviations of numerical origin, all frameworks that we tested produced the same output.
Chapter 6

General Discussion

6.1 New insights and implications for management

Alternative stable states in ditches

The framework of alternative stable states is widely used in ecology to understand the response of ecosystems to slowly changing environmental stressors (Scheffer et al. 2001). This framework is well-developed and validated for shallow lakes to explain their clear versus turbid state and their resistance to switch to one of these contrasting states (Scheffer 1998). For ditches, however, it is not known yet whether they exhibit alternative stable states.

Based on competition theory and field data I found that ditches are unlikely to have alternative stable states (chapter 2). As a result, the forward transition from a state dominated by submerged plants to a state dominated by floating plants occurs at the same nutrient loading as the backward transition. For ecosystem management this means that it requires no extra reduction in nutrient loading to restore a ditch that became floating-plant dominated. This is in contrast to systems that do possess alternative stable states such as lakes, where the nutrient loading has to be reduced much further to restore the system.

Alternative stable states are often explained in terms of positive feedback loops; self-enhancing mechanisms which make a certain state persistent and hamper a transition to the contrasting state. Based on the constructed feedback diagram for ditches it seems likely that ditches have alternative states (Fig. 1.3b). However, chapter 2 points out that there is more nuance to it. It is not only about the presence of these feedback loops but also about their magnitude. In the case of submerged and floating plants it is important how much both plant suffer from each other. When both plants suffer too
much from each other, they cannot coexist but instead keep each other out, leading to alternative stable states. This is the case when submerged plants consume too many nutrients for floating plants to persist, and when floating plants attenuate too much light for submerged plants to persist (Fig. 6.1, right panel). A different picture arises when the submerged plant has lower nutrient requirements than the floating plant. Then both plants suffer more from themselves than from the other, which results in coexistence (Fig. 6.1, left panel). This situation of coexistence is most plausible because submerged plants in general have lower nutrient demands than free-floating plants.

**Figure 6.1.** Cartoon illustrating how the chance on alternative stable states in ditches depends on the consumption traits of submerged plants compared to floating plants. The left situation (coexistence) is most likely given the consumption traits of common plants like water weed (*Elodea*) and duckweed (*Lemna*). Note that alternative stable states and coexistence are only relevant to ditches with intermediate nutrient loading (see shaded areas in upper panels where 'F' stands for floating plants and 'S' denotes submerged plants), as low nutrient loadings lead to dominance of submerged plants and high loadings cause floating-plant dominance.
In chapter 2 I did not take into account that most submerged plants also take up nutrients from the sediment, instead of only from the water column. This sediment uptake might affect the chance on alternative stable states. I hypothesize that sediment uptake by submerged plants promotes coexistence, at least when the sediment is a separate source of nutrients, barely influencing the nutrient availability in the water column, because then both plants suffer less from each other’s nutrient uptake from the water. On the other hand, sediment uptake might promote alternative stable states when the sediment and water column are a shared source of nutrients. Then, the floating plant suffers from the submerged plant’s sediment nutrient uptake, especially when nutrients end up in a ditch via the sediment such that the submerged plants have priority to these nutrients.

Even if ditches would have alternative stable states, the question is to what extent this would hamper the restoration of floating-plant dominated ditches. One could argue that ditches are reset every year due to mowing or dredging, which breaks down the self-enhancing capacity of a state and therefore facilitates the restoration to the contrasting state.

**Restoring ditches by reducing nitrogen loading**

There is a long-standing debate in ecology about the effectiveness of reducing N loads to restore eutrophic ecosystems. Some argue that reducing N inputs favors species that fix N\textsubscript{2} from the atmosphere and that these species provide enough N to correct for N deficits, which keeps the system P-limited and makes steering on N ineffective (Schindler et al. 2008). Others argue that these N\textsubscript{2}-fixers cannot meet the N requirements of the eutrophic ecosystem, implying that reducing N inputs would make sense (Lewis and Wurtsbaugh 2008). This debate mainly focuses on lakes. Less attention has been paid to floating plant-dominated systems such as ditches, which also harbor N\textsubscript{2}-fixing species such as the free-floating plant *Azolla* that lives in symbiosis with the N\textsubscript{2}-fixing cyanobacterium *Anabaena azollae* (Wagner 1997) (Fig. 6.2).

In this thesis I considered the competition between duckweed (*Lemna*) and water fern (*Azolla*) for light and nutrients to investigate whether the N\textsubscript{2}-fixing *Azolla* has the capacity to keep a eutrophic ditch P-limited when the ditch’s N supply is lowered (chapter 3). Based on a resource competition model, an ecosystem model (PCDitch) and a 45-year set of field data (Limno-data Neerlandica) I found that it is unlikely that *Azolla* keeps a eutrophic ditch P-limited. This can be explained by the fact that N\textsubscript{2}-fixation comes with an energetic cost (Paerl 1990). As a result, N\textsubscript{2}-fixers are likely to have
higher resource requirements and therefore cannot lower the P concentration enough to make eutrophic species like *Lemna* P-limited. Instead, the eutrophic ditch becomes N-limited, implying that *Azolla* cannot completely fulfil the N demands of the ditch's eutrophic species such as *Lemna* spp.

What are the consequences for management? The reduction of N inputs might still be unsuccessful because it can lead to the rise of *Azolla*, which has similar detrimental effects on the ditch ecology as *Lemna*. On the other hand, field data hint at constraints on N$_2$-fixation that prevent *Azolla* from being abundant at low N availability (chapter 3). Such constraints include the limited availability of iron (Watanabe 1982), as iron-deficient *Azolla* plants can become yellow due to the depletion of chlorophyll and often have thin and whitish roots (Malavolta et al. 1981). Taking these constraints on N$_2$-fixation into account, reducing the N loading to a ditch may pay off and lead to the return of submerged plants. The restoration success is probably even bigger when the reduction in N loading is combined with a reduction in P loading, given the high P demand of *Lemna* and *Azolla* in particular. This advocates a more balanced view on nutrient control, as promoted for other freshwater and coastal marine ecosystems (Conley et al. 2009), in which ecosystem management should not only focus on reducing P inputs but simultaneously focus on lowering N inputs.

The success of such a balanced nutrient approach to restore ditches will be system-specific. First of all the question arises to what extent the nutrient loading can be controlled. For example, some polder areas are subject to a high background nutrient loading due to upward seepage, which is difficult to control. In addition, most Dutch polder areas have a long history of intensive agriculture which led to a strong build up of nutrients (mainly P) in

![Figure 6.2.](image) A ditch dominated by water fern (*Azolla filiculoides*) and duckweed (*Lemna minor*). Photo by Michiel Verhofstad.
the soil (Oenema et al. 2005). This frustrates measures that aim at reducing nutrient loading. For example, it will take years before lowering the use of fertilizers in agriculture will have a considerable effect on the nutrient inputs to ditches (Schippers et al. 2006). Second, the restoration success will depend on the presence of environmental factors that prevent *Azolla* from becoming abundant. For example, restoration efforts will probably be more successful in areas without iron-rich upward seepage, such that the growth of *Azolla* will be inhibited by iron.

**A spatial view on ditches and their vulnerability to floating plants**

Paradoxically, most of our knowledge on the functioning of freshwater ecosystems such as lakes, ponds and ditches comes from studies on isolated systems, whereas freshwaters are often connected in a chain or network. Especially for ditches the spatial structure is evident, as ditches often make part of extensive networks (Fig. 6.3). We know from previous research on isolated ditches that a ditch switches to floating-plant dominance once a certain critical nutrient loading is exceeded (Portielje and Roijackers 1995) and that this critical nutrient loading depends on ditch characteristics such as water depth, sediment type and flow rate (Van Liere et al. 2007). But what about ditches in a network; is each ditch in the network equally vulnerable to floating-plant dominance or does the vulnerability depend on the ditch’s position in the network?

![Typical network of ditches in a Dutch polder system.](image)

**Figure 6.3.** Typical network of ditches in a Dutch polder system.

To answer this question I considered the flow of water and nutrients throughout a network of ditches. Each ditch receives water and nutrients from the adjacent land by lateral runoff. These water and nutrients are transported to the polder outlet. Therefore, the flow of water and nutrients increases in
the direction of the polder outlet.

I found that this increasing flow of water and nutrients does not automatically lead to spatial differences in ditch ecology (chapter 4). To be more specific, when looking solely at the increase of water and nutrient flow, so keeping other factors such as the ditches’ water depth, sediment type and lateral runoff the same, both a simple and a complex model (PCDitch) predict that all ditches eventually have the same ecological state and therefore are equally vulnerable to a regime shift. A different picture arises however when there are spatial differences in ditch characteristics (width, depth, sediment type, etc.) or lateral runoff. Then, the ecosystem state differs throughout the network and the chance on floating-plants depends on the ditch’s position in the network.

For ecosystem management this implies that the amount of heterogeneity within a polder is of big importance. In a rather homogeneous polder, in terms of its ditches (width, depth, sediment type, etc.) and its land use (enabling similar lateral runoff to the ditches), the vulnerability to floating-plant dominance, similar for all ditches, can already be predicted with a non-spatial model that only considers the local input of water and nutrients by lateral runoff. In a more heterogeneous polder, the water and nutrient loading from upstream ditches can no longer be ignored. As a consequence, you need a spatial model to predict the vulnerability to floating plants. This vulnerability differs per ditch, which is in agreement with the observed spatial heterogeneity in most polders, where some ditches are completely covered by floating plants while others are not. This complicates the complete recovery of a polder network to submerged plants, and promotes a more spatial view on ecosystem management in which restoration efforts should focus on certain polder parts that are most promising for recovery.

For this research I applied the ecosystem model PCDitch in a spatial context. I did this by coupling PCDitch to the hydrodynamic model SOBEK (Delft Hydraulics 1996). This PCDitch-SOBEK model breaks new grounds for exploring spatial management strategies. For example, the effect of extensifying agriculture or constructing nature areas can be explored; where should such areas be located to maximize the ecological quality of ditches? And is it beneficial for the ditch ecology to enlarge the path by which water flows to the polder outlet by constructing flow barriers, and where should these barriers be placed to maximize their effect? And what are the ecological consequences of less intensive mowing, and how does it affect the discharge capacity and flooding risk of the ditches?
6.2 Future challenges and opportunities

The world is changing in a rapid pace. Whereas the planet’s environment used to change in a slow and natural manner over the past millions of years, nowadays it changes increasingly fast due to human activities, which have become the main driver of environmental change (Rockstrom et al. 2009). Fig. 6.4 shows current state of environmental change. For some environmental changes such as climate change and biodiversity loss, the critical thresholds have already been overstepped implying that the caused damage might be irreversible. These ongoing environmental changes put pressure on the ecosystems of the planet. The exact ecological impact is yet to be understood, and its understanding is complicated by the co-occurrence of multiple changes, such as simultaneous changes in climate, land use and nutrient cycling.

![Figure 6.4](image-url)  
**Figure 6.4.** The current state of the world (red wedges) with respect to environmental change, where the inner green circle represents the critical thresholds or safe operating space beyond which the changes might be irreversible. This figure is taken from Rockstrom et al. (2009).

In the light of these future changes and the challenges it brings about, the methods used and developed in this thesis help to better understand, predict and anticipate the impact of environmental changes on the ecology of freshwater ecosystems like ditches. I highlight the method of combining models of different complexity, and the future opportunities with respect to spatial ecosystem modelling.
Combining models of different complexity

The development and use of models with different complexity plays an important role in this thesis (Fig 1.6). I combined simple and complex models in two ways. First, I used complex models to see if the insights generated with the simple models hold true at the ecosystem level. I did this in chapter 3 by embedding the simple resource competition model on *Azolla* and *Lemna* in the ecosystem model PCDitch. Second, I used simple models to better understand the behavior of complex models. This was done in chapter 4, where the puzzling result, predicted by PCDitch, that connected ditches are equally vulnerable to a regime shift could be explained with a simple model on the water and nutrient fluxes in connected ditches.

These examples illustrate that combining models of different complexity allows you to combine the explanatory strength of simple models and the predictive power of complex models. This can be seen as a way to bridge the gap between fundamental and applied ecology. Fundamental ecology strongly leans on simple models, as much ecological theory is developed or underpinned by simple models (Grimm 1994). Applied ecology deals with ecological issues and management options at the ecosystem level and therefore strongly relies on the predictive power of complex ecosystem models. Therefore, combining simple and complex models brings the essentially different worlds of fundamental and applied ecology closer to each other.

Switching in model complexity may also optimize the scientific gain of your research. This is illustrated by the 'Medawar Zone' showing the trade-off between the complexity of a question and the scientific reward that is obtained when you solve the question (Fig. 6.5). The Medawar Zone is called

Figure 6.5. The 'Medawar zone' indicating that solving problems of intermediate complexity generates the highest scientific reward. This figure is modified from Loehle (1990).
after Sir Peter Medawar, a Nobel prize-winning medical researcher, who characterized science as the ‘art of soluble’ (Medawar 1967). According to the Medawar zone, it pays off most to solve questions of intermediate complexity, as solving easy questions may be either too trivial or too well within reach, whereas difficult questions may be not solvable at all because the associated tools and technology are not advanced enough or because the solution is too difficult to verify (Loehle 1990). The concept of the Medawar zone can be translated to models, in a sense that there is a certain model complexity at which a model produces the most valuable and fruitful insights. Switching in model complexity can be used to find this optimal model complexity.

There are a couple of recent technological advances that facilitate the development of models with different complexity. For example, the Framework for Aquatic Biogeochemical Models (FABM) enables the coupling of an ecological model to a variety of 0D-3D hydrodynamic models (Bruggeman and Bolding 2014). Combined with the fact that the ecological model can be built up from different ecological modules, FABM provides great flexibility to develop models with different complexity and with different spatial extent. A similar initiative is Delwaq (Delft Hydraulics 1995), which just like FABM acts as a communicator between hydrodynamic and ecological models. Another recent technological development in modelling is the Database Approach To Modelling (DATM) (Mooij et al. 2014). The philosophy behind DATM is somewhat different to that of FABM and Delwaq, in a sense that FABM and Delwaq can be regarded as single ‘super-frameworks’ incorporating multiple models, whereas DATM focusses on a single model and its implementation in multiple frameworks. DATM stores a model in a clear and framework-independent way by using a database-format. This setup proved to be very convenient for developing and constructing models with different complexity, and therefore was used in this thesis for that purpose.

Concluding, combining models of different complexity, as supported by the technological advances mentioned above, has the potential to bring scientists, model-users and ecosystem managers closer to each other, allowing for a healthy cross-fertilization of expertise and ideas between these different disciplines.
Spatial ecosystem modeling
Given recent technological advances, there are growing opportunities for spatial ecosystem modeling. First of all, there are developments such as Delwaq and FABM that facilitate the coupling of ecological models to hydrodynamic models, such that the ecology of connected aquatic systems can be regarded in a spatial context. An example of this is the coupling between PCDitch and SOBEK, as established in this thesis. Second, spatial ecosystem modeling, which is quite demanding in terms of computational power, clearly benefits from computers becoming faster and faster. This increase in speed is marked by the number of transistors in a CPU that has doubled approximately every two years since the 70's, a phenomenon referred to as Moore's law (Schaller 1997). Third, the growing amount of remote sensing data with a high spatial coverage from satellites and drones can be used to feed and validate spatial ecosystem models. Such data can be used for example to deduce the spatial coverage of water plants or the chlorophyll contents of surface waters.

Due to these developments, the role of spatial ecosystem modeling in supporting ecosystem management is likely to become more prominent. Especially for ditches this is a promising development, given the fact that ditches are highly connected. Figure 6.6 illustrates the future opportunities of spatial ecosystem modelling for ditches. It shows how the ecology of ditches can be simulated at the polder scale by running an ecosystem model like PCDitch coupled to a hydrodynamic model, fed or validated with spatial data from satellites or drones.

The setup of such a spatial model system can be made even more sophisticated. For example, the model system can be extended with models that describe the transport of water and nutrients from the adjacent land to the ditch via the groundwater and the unsaturated zone. Such models can, in turn, be coupled to meteorological models in order to construct an integrated multi-disciplinary model system that gives an encompassing view on the hydrology and ecology of ditches at the polder scale. It is even conceivable that such an integrated model system runs on a real-time basis. This would allow for continuous real-time calibration or validation of the model system with remote sensing data, potentially enabling short-term predictions of the ditch ecology, similar to the weather forecast.

Besides all future opportunities with regard to spatial ecosystem modeling, there are also quite some challenges ahead. One of the most challenging aspects is how to deal with the movement of biota. Think for example of free-floating plants like duckweed. Their transport is difficult to simulate, as
these plants are carried by the water flow only partly and their transport is also affected by wind and flow obstructions like culverts or weirs. It becomes even more complicated when modeling the transport of organisms that move actively, such as macro-invertebrates or fish.

Another ongoing challenge in spatial ecosystem modeling, although already tackled in some spatial modeling environments like Duflow (Aalderink et al. 1995) and FABM, is to incorporate the feedback of ecology on hydrodynamics. A well-known example of such a feedback is the effect of submerged plants on the water flow (Järvelä 2002). The flow obstruction by submerged plants can lead, especially in times of high discharges, to higher water levels and even to flooding. Accounting for the feedback of biota on hydrodynamics requires to extend the information transfer between ecological and hydrodynamic models from the common one-way transfer, from hydrodynamics

**Figure 6.6.** Future opportunities with respect to spatial ecosystem modelling. How spatial data of satellites and drones can be used to feed and calibrate spatial ecosystem models, allowing for real-time validation and short-term predictions of the ecology of ditches.
to ecology, to a two-way communication in which the ecological model also transfers information to the hydrodynamic model. Such a two-way transfer requires both models to exchange information during the model run and thus to be run simultaneously.

Concluding remarks
Although nature is too complex to fully understand, I envision that the further development of the concepts and techniques described in this thesis such as spatial ecosystem modeling and combining models of different complexity will help us to step by step unravel the complex functioning of nature. The better we know how our ecosystems function, the better we can protect them against the ongoing human-driven environmental changes. In this way we can contribute to making the planet’s ecosystems future-proof in order to preserve them for future generations.
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Summary

The Netherlands is well-known for its extended networks of drainage ditches, with a total ditch length of about 300,000 km. Their main function is to enable agriculture by draining water. Nonetheless, ditches also have important ecological functions. They serve as ecological corridors and harbor a high biodiversity in which water plants play a crucial role. The last decades, the ecological quality of ditches is at stake. Enhanced nutrient inputs promoted the invasion by dense mats of free-floating plants like duckweed. Underneath these mats the water becomes dark and anoxic, which severely constrains aquatic life.

In this thesis I developed new concepts to better understand, predict and combat the dominance by free-floating plants in ditches. The following questions are addressed. Are floating plants a self-stabilizing state – an alternative stable state – which would make it more difficult to combat floating-plant dominance (chapter 2)? Does it make sense to fight floating-plant dominance by reducing nitrogen (N) inputs to the ditches or will it lead to an invasion of floating plants that can fix N$_2$ from the atmosphere (chapter 3)? What about spatial aspects, does the vulnerability of a ditch to floating plants depend on the position of a ditch in a polder, like its distance to the polder outlet (chapter 4)? To answer these questions, I used ecological models that predict the abundance of free-floating plants based on the competition for nutrients and light with other plants such as submerged plants, and where possible validated these models with field data. Starting from the ecosystem model PCDitch, I developed and combined models with different complexity to see how theoretical concepts, developed in minimal models, translate to the ecosystem level. Chapter 5 deals with a method that facilitates this up- and downscaling in model complexity.

Are floating plants an alternative stable state? To answer this question I extended mechanistic resource competition theory with a framework (minimal model) describing the competition of floating and submerged plants for
light and nutrients. The model predicts that the competitive advantage of floating plants – they have a primacy for light and shade submerged plants, giving rise to asymmetry in competition for light – makes that floating plants always dominate at high supply of light and nutrients. At intermediate nutrient supply, there can be alternative stable states: either the submerged plants or the floating plants dominate depending on who established first. However, based on the traits of common floating plants (duckweed; *Lemna*) and submerged plants (waterweed; *Elodea*) the model predicts, in line with field data, that floating plants are not an alternative stable state. Furthermore, from a theoretical point of view this study shows that the asymmetry in light competition ensures that common rules from standard competition theory do not apply anymore. Like the R* rule, which states that the species that can persist at the lowest resource levels always wins the competition.

Can duckweed-dominance be combated by reducing N inputs to the ditches? Or does this promote other floating plants like water fern (*Azolla*) that can fix N\textsubscript{2} from the atmosphere? Important is the question whether such N\textsubscript{2}-fixers can provide enough N to prevent N-limitation and keep the system P-limited, which would make steering on N inputs ineffective. To investigate this, I considered the competition between *Lemna* and *Azolla* for N, P and light. Both a minimal model, an ecosystem model (PCDitch) and field data reveal that N\textsubscript{2}-fixation is unlikely to lead to P-limitation. This can be explained by N\textsubscript{2}-fixers typically requiring higher P concentrations to persist, implying that they cannot keep the P concentration low enough for non-N\textsubscript{2}-fixers to become P-limited. In combination with field data that hint at constraints on N\textsubscript{2}-fixation that prevent N\textsubscript{2}-fixers from becoming abundant at low N availability, this suggests that it certainly pays off to combat floating plant-dominance by reducing N inputs.

Is every ditch in a polder equally vulnerable to floating plants? Each ditch in a polder receives water and nutrients from the adjacent land. This leads to a spatial gradient in water flow and associated nutrient loading, from low in the remote polder sites to high in the direction of the polder outlet where the water leaves the polder. I explored if this spatial gradient affects the vulnerability of a ditch to floating plants, by investigating with a simple nutrient model how this gradient affects the nutrient concentration of the ditches and by subsequently predicting the gradient’s effect on the ditch ecology by applying the ecosystem model PCDitch spatially, through coupling PCDitch to the 1-D hydrodynamic model SOBEK. Surprisingly, we found that every ditch is equally vulnerable to floating plants, despite the spatial gradient in water flow and nutrient loading.
It turned out that the ecological state of each ditch could already be predicted by regarding only the lateral supply of water and nutrients from the adjacent land, and not the supply from upstream ditches. However, these findings are violated when there is spatial heterogeneity in the water and nutrient supply from the adjacent land or in ditch characteristics like depth and sediment type. Then, the chance on floating-plant dominance differs throughout the network and a spatial modelling approach (PCDitch-SOBEK) is required to predict this chance.

Developing and combining models of different complexity plays an important role in this thesis. To do so, I used a Database Approach To Modelling (DATM), a recently developed method in which a model is stored in tables in a clear and clean way, which facilitates model development. In addition, with DATM a model can be automatically implemented in a modelling environment of choice. This relieves technical implementation issues and leaves room to focus on ecology rather than technology. I illustrated the use of DATM by implementing and analyzing the ecosystem model PCDitch and its twin model for shallow lakes PCLake in different modelling environments by using DATM. This showed that DATM allows one to use the environment one is familiar with and eases the switch to other environments for complementary analyses, including analysis in a spatial 1-D to 3-D setting.

The insights provided by this thesis can help us to improve the ecological quality of ditches. A challenging task, given the fast human-driven environmental changes at both local and global level. To predict and to anticipate the effect of these changes on the ecology, it is essential to understand how the ditch ecosystem functions. The developed and applied methods described in this thesis may be helpful in that. For example, using models of different complexity makes it possible to translate fundamental theory to the ecosystem scale, which is essential to better grasp the behavior of an ecosystem. Furthermore, the in this thesis established coupling between PCDitch and SOBEK breaks new grounds for spatial ecosystem modelling. In combination with the growing amount of remote sensing data from satellites and drones, which allow for the continuous and potentially real-time validation and calibration of spatial ecosystem models, such a spatial approach has the potential to greatly increase our ecological understanding of ditches. These advances facilitate the development of successful management strategies that make our ditch ecosystems future-proof.
Samenvatting

Nederland staat bekend om zijn uitgebreid netwerk aan sloten, met een totale slootlengte van wel 300.000 km. Hun voornaamste functie is het afvoeren van water om landbouw mogelijk te maken. Sloten hebben echter ook een belangrijke ecologische functie. Ze dienen als ecologische connectors en herbergen een grote biodiversiteit waarbij waterplanten een cruciale rol spelen. De ecologische kwaliteit van sloten staat echter al tientallen jaren onder druk. De verhoogde toevoer van nutriënten heeft gezorgd voor de opkomst van dikke lagen aan drijvende planten zoals kroos. Onder zo’n laag wordt het water donker en zuurstofarm, met negatieve gevolgen voor het leven in de sloot.

In dit proefschrift heb ik nieuwe concepten ontwikkeld om de dominantie van drijvende planten beter te kunnen begrijpen, voorspellen en tegen te gaan. Ik ga in op de volgende vragen. Houden drijvende planten zichzelf in stand – oftewel zijn ze een alternatieve stabiele toestand – waardoor ze zich moeilijk laten bestrijden (hoofdstuk 2)? Heeft het nut om drijvende planten te bestrijden door de belasting met stikstof (N) te verlagen of leidt dit tot de opkomst van drijvende planten die N\(_2\) uit de lucht kunnen opnemen (hoofdstuk 3)? Hoe zit het ruimtelijk, hangt de kans op drijvende planten af van de ligging van de sloot, zoals de afstand tot het poldergemaal (hoofdstuk 4)? Om deze vragen te beantwoorden gebruik ik modellen die het voorkomen van drijvende waterplanten voorspellen op basis van hun competitie om licht en nutriënten met andere waterplanten zoals ondergedoken planten en valideer ik de modellen waar mogelijk met veldgegevens. Met het ecosysteem model PCDitch als startpunt heb ik modellen met verschillende complexiteit ontwikkeld om zo theoretische concepten, gevat in mini-modellen, door te vertalen naar ecosysteemniveau. Hoofdstuk 5 gaat in op een methode die modelontwikkeling en het op- en neerschalen in modelcomplexiteit faciliteert.

Zijn drijvende planten een alternatieve stabiele toestand? Om deze vraag
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te beantwoorden heb ik competitietheorie uitgebreid met een raamwerk (mini-model) dat de competitie beschrijft van drijvende en ondergedoken planten om licht en nutriënten. Het mini-model voorspelt dat het competitieve voordeel van drijvende planten – ze krijgen als eerste het licht en beschaduwen de ondergedoken planten, leidend tot asymmetry in competitie voor licht – ervoor zorgt dat drijvende planten altijd domineren bij hoge aanvoer van licht en nutriënten. Wanneer nutriënten limiterend zijn, kan er sprake zijn van alternatieve stabiele toestanden: zowel de ondergedoken als de drijvende planten kunnen domineren afhankelijk van welke plant zich het eerste vestigde. Echter, op basis van de eigenschappen van veel voorkomende drijvers (kroos; *Lemna*) en ondergedoken planten (waterpest; *Elodea*) voorspelt het model, in overeenstemming met veldwaarnemingen, dat drijvende planten geen alternatieve stabiele toestand zijn. Vanuit theoretisch oogpunt laat deze studie zien dat de asymmetry in lichtcompetitie ervoor zorgt dat algemene regels uit standaard theorie over (symmetrische) competitie niet meer opgaan. Zoals de R* regel die stelt dat een soort de competitie wint als hij kan bestaan bij de laagste niveaus aan resources.

Kun je drijvende planten tegengaan door de N belasting terug te brengen? Of speelt het planten in de kaart die N₂ kunnen fixeren uit de lucht en zo uiteindelijk voldoende N aan het systeem toevoegen zodat niet N maar fosfor (P) limiterend is voor de groei van drijvers, waardoor sturen op N geen zin heeft. Om dit te onderzoeken heb ik de competitie beschouwd tussen drijvers die wel (*Azolla*) en geen (*Lemna*) N₂ kunnen fixeren. Zowel een mini-model, een ecosysteemmodel en veldgegevens laten zien dat N₂-fixatie niet altijd leidt tot P-limitatie. Rede hiervoor is dat N₂-fixers in het algemeen hogere P concentraties nodig hebben om te kunnen bestaan en daardoor de P concentratie in het water niet laag genoeg kunnen houden om non-N₂-fixers P-gelimiteerd te laten zijn. Dit suggereert dat het tegengaan van drijvende planten door het verlagen van de N belasting wel degelijk zin heeft, ook omdat veldgegevens wijzen op belemmeringen van de N₂-fixatie die de opkomst van N₂-fixers bij lage N belasting verhinderen.

Is elke sloot in een polder even kwetsbaar voor drijvende planten? Iedere poldersloot ontvangt water en nutriënten van het aangrenzende perceel. Dit leidt tot een ruimtelijke gradiënt in waterstroming en nutriëntenbelasting: van klein in de afgelegen polderdelen tot groot in de richting van het poldergemaal. Ik heb onderzoek of deze gradiënt invloed heeft op de kwetsbaarheid van sloten voor drijvende planten, door de toestand van elke sloot in het netwerk te voorspellen met een mini-model en een ecosysteemmodel.
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(PCDitch) gekoppeld aan een 1-D hydrodynamisch model (SOBEK). Ver- rarrend genoeg voorspellen beide modellen dat iedere sloot even kwetsbaar is voor drijvende planten, ongeacht de ruimtelijke gradiënt in waterstroming (verblijftijden) en nutriëntenbelasting. Het bleek dat je de ecologische toe-
stand van de sloot al kan voorspellen wanneer je alleen kijkt naar de lokale aanvoer van water en nutriënten vanuit het aangrenzende perceel, en niet de aanvoer vanuit bovenstroomse sloten. Deze bevindingen gaan echter niet meer op wanneer er ruimtelijke verschillen zijn in de water- en nutriënten-
aanvoer vanuit de percelen of in slootkenmerken zoals diepte en sediment-
type. Dan heeft elke sloot namelijk een andere kans op kroos en heb je een ruimtelijk model nodig zoals PCDitch-SOBEK om deze kans te voorspellen.

Het ontwikkelen en combineren van modellen met verschillende com-
plexiteit speelt een belangrijke rol in dit proefschrift. Daarvoor heb ik ge-
bruik gemaakt van een Database Approach To Modelling (DATM), een recent ontwikkelde methode waarin je modellen op een overzichtelijke manier in tabelvorm opslaat en zo modelonwikkeling faciliteert. Daarnaast kun je een model vanuit DATM automatisch implementeren in een modelomgeving naar keuze. Dit ontneemt technische zorgen over de implementatie en biedt meer ruimte je te richten op ecologie in plaats van technologie. Ik ben ingegaan op het gebruik van DATM door het ecosysteemmodel PCDitch en het twee-
lingmodel voor ondiepe meren PCLake vanuit DATM te implementeren en analyseren in verschillende modelomgevingen. Dit laat zien dat DATM je vrij laat de modelomgeving te gebruiken waarmee je het meest bekend bent, en de switch faciliteert naar andere omgevingen voor het doen van aanvullende analyses, inclusief analyses in een ruimtelijke 1-D tot 3-D setting.

De in dit proefschrift opgedane inzichten kunnen ons helpen om de eco-
logische kwaliteit van sloten te verbeteren. Een uitdagende taak, zeker gezien de grote veranderingen in het milieu die zich wereldwijd voltrekken. Om te kunnen anticiperen op deze toekomstige veranderingen is het van groot be-
lang het ecologisch functioneren van een sloot goed te doorgronden. De in dit proefschrift aangedragen technieken en methodes kunnen je daarbij helpen. Het gebruik van modellen van verschillende complexiteit maakt het bijvoor-
beeld mogelijk om fundamentele kennis te vertalen naar ecosysteemniveau. Een essentiële stap om het ecosysteemgedrag beter te snappen. Verder biedt de in dit proefschrift tot stand gebrachte koppeling tussen PCDitch en SOBEK veel mogelijkheden voor het ruimtelijk modelleren van sloten. In combi-
natie met de groeiende hoeveelheid data van satellieten en drones, die je kan inzetten om de ruimtelijke modelleren voortdurend en mogelijk zelfs real-
time te valideren en kalibreren, zal dit leiden tot een sterk verbeterd inzicht
in het functioneren van sloten. Al deze ontwikkelingen helpen ons om suc-
cesvolle beheersstrategieën te definiëren die onze sloten toekomstbestendig
maken.
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